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I On Violence
I 
I 
I 
I 	 National liberation, national reawakening, restoration of the na


tion to the people or Commonwealth, whatever the name used, 

whatever the latest expression, decolonization is always a violent 

event. At whatever level we study it- individual encounters, a 

change of name for a sports club, the guest list at a cocktail party, 

members of a police force or the board of directors of a state or 

private bank-decolonization is quite simply the substitution 

of one "species" of mankind by another. The substitution is un

conditional, absolute, total, and seamless. We could go on to 

portray the rise of a new nation, the establishment of a new state, 

its diplomatic relations and its economic and political orienta

tion. But instead we have decided to describe the kind of tabula 

rasa which from the outset defines any decolonization . What 

is singularly important is that it starts from the very first day with 

the basic claims of the colonized. In actual fact, proof of suc

cess lies in a social fabric that has been changed inside out. This 

change is extraordinarily important because it is desired, clam

ored for, and demanded. The need for this change exists in a 

raw, repressed, and reckless state in the lives and consciousness 

of colonized men and women . But the eventuality of such a 

change is also experienced as a terrifying future in the con

sciousness of another "species" of men and women: the colons, 

the colonists . 
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2 THE WRETCHED OF THE EARTH 
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DecolonizJtion, which sets out to change the ordcr of the 
world, is clearly JIl elgenda for total disorder. But it CJI1l1ot be 
accompli shed by the 'Newe of d magic \vdn c1, a l1Clturdl ca taclysm, 
or a gentlelllcll1's agrcement. Decolollization, we know, is an 
historical process: In other words, it em only be understood, it 
can only find its significance and become self coherent insofar 
clS we can discern the history-making movement which gives it 
form ane! substcll1ce. Decolonization is th r encounter between 
two congenitally antagonistic forces thdt in fdCt owe their singu
larity to the kind of reificatioll secreted andnurturee! by the co
lon ial situatioll. Their fir st confrontation was colored by violence 
and their cohabitJtion - or rather the exploitdtion of the colo
nized by th e colonizer-continued at the point of the bayonet 
and under cannon fire. The colonist and the colonized are old 
acquaintances. And consequently, the colonist is right when he 
says he "knows" them. It is the colonist who fabricated and con
tinues to fabricate the colonized sub ject. The colonist derives his 
validity, i e., his wealth, from the colonial system. 

Decolonization neve r goes unnoticed, for it focuses on ancl 
fundamentally alters being, and transforms th e spectator crushed 
to a nonessenti,~d state into a pri vileged actor, captured in a vir
tually grandiose fashion by the spotlight of History. It infuses d 
llew rhythm, specific to a new generation of men, with a new 
language and a new humanity. DecolonizCltion is truly th e crea
ti on of new men. But such a creatioll cannot be attributed to a 
supernatural power: The "thing" colonizecl becomes a man 
through the very' process of liberation. 

Decolonization, therefore, implies the urgent need to thor
oughly' challenge the colonial situation. Its definition can, if we 
want to describe it accUf<.ltely, be summed up in the well-known 
words: "The last shall be first" Decolonization is verification of 
this. At a descriptive level, therefore , any c\ecolonization is a 
success. 
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In its bJre reality, decolonization reeks of red-hot cannonballs 

and bloody knives. For the last can be the first only after a mur

derOlls and decisive confrontation between the two protagonists. 

This determination to have the last move up to the front, to have 

them clamber up (too quickly, say some) the famous echelons 

of an organized soc iety, Cdn only succeed by resorting to every 

means, including, of course, violence. 

You do not disorganize a society, however primitive it may 

be, with such an agenda if you are not determined from the 

very start to smash every obstacle encollntered. The colonized, 

who have made up their mind to make such an agenda into a 

driving force , have been prepared for violence from time im

memorial. As soon as they dre born it is obviolls to them that 

their cramped world, riddled with taboos, can only be chal

lenged by out and out violence. 


The colonial world is a compartmentalized world. It is obvi

ously as superfluous to recall the existence of "native" towns and 

European towns, of schools for "natives" and schools for Euro

peans, as it is to recall apartheid in SOllth Africa . Yet if we pen

etrate inside this compartmentalization we shall at least bring to 

light some of its key aspects. By penetrating its geographical 

configuration and claSS ification we shall be able to delineate the 

backbone on which the decolonized society is reorganized 


The colonized world is a world divided in two. The dividing 
line, the border, is represented by the barracks and the police 
stJtions. In the colonies, the offiCial, legitimate agent, the spokes
perso n for the colonizer and the regime of oppression, is the 
police officer or th e soldier. In capitalist societies, educa tion, 
whether secular or religiolls, the teaching of 1110ral reflexes 
handed down from fath er to son, the exemplary integrity ofwork
ers decorated after fifty years of loyal and faithful service, the 
fostering of love for harmony and wisdom, those aesthetic forms 
of respect for the status quo, instill in the exploited a mood of 

,"" 
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'iubmission <mel inhihitiOl1 which considerably eases th e task of 
the dgellts of lc1w ctncl ord cr. In capitalist countri es a multitude 
of serm onize rs, counselors, and "confusion-mongers" intervene 
betwccll the exploited ctnd the clllthorities. In colonial regions, 
however, the proximity ,md frequent, direct intervention hy the 
police ,mel th e military ensure th e coloni 7.ed are kept under close 
~cru til l)i, dnd contained by rifle butts and nctpahn. We have seen 
how ihe government's agen t uses ct LlIlguctge of pure violence. 
The cl ge llt cloes not alleviate oppression or mask domin8tioll. He 
el isplctYs Llnel demonstrates them \vith the clear conscience of the 
la\\ enforcer, and brings violence into the homes 8nd11linds of 

th c colon i7.cc\ subj ect. 

The "native" sector is not complementary to the European 

sector The two confront eel ch other, but not in th e service of a 

higher unity Governed hy a purely Aristotelian logic , th ey fol

Io\\' the cli ctatc~ of l1llJtuctl exclusion : There is no concilieltion 

possible, one of them is superfluous. The colonist's sector is a 

sector built to lclst , all stone ancl steel. It's a sector of lights and 

paId roads, \.vhere the trash cans constantly ovcrflovv with strange 
and \~on c1 erflll garhage, lllldrec1l1lecl-of leftovers. The colonist's 
feet cail never be glimpsed , except pcrhc1ps ill the sea, but then \ 

VOll can never ge t close enough. They are protected by solid shoes 
ill a sector v"here th e streets Clre clean and smooth, \;v ithout a I 
pothole, vvi th out Ll ston c. The colonis t's sector is J sateel , slug Igish sector , its hell)1 is permanently full of good things. Th e 
coloni st's sector is ,1 w·hitc folks' sector, a sector of foreigners. I 

The colonized's secto r, or ;It least the "native" Cluarters, the 1
shanty tOW]1, the Medina , the reservation , is a disreE.~ltctble pl~e 
iub.ahileiLbv elisreputab!~2~9ple . You cl[_e 90rn anywhere , any ~ 
\~ow You die <ill.J:-,,!!y-bercJIOm auy.il.ungJ.!:'s a~rlc1 wiiliDoSp8~,
12S~opk .'lr~l?ilcd 01~_.Q..l.LtQP_9LthLQtb.eL .th~2b.~:~_~s ~s.~_~~,ed 
tj.ghth:JQg.~JheL-Th e colonized's sector is a famished sector, 

hungry for breacl, meat, shoes, coal , cl11cllight. The colonized's 

sector is a sector that crollches Jnd cowers , a sector on its knees, 
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a sector that is prostrate. It's a sector of niggers, a sector of 
towelheads. The gaze that the colonized subject casts at the 
colonist's sector is a look of lust, a look of envy. Dreams of pos
session. Every type of possession: of sitting at the colonist's table 
and sleeping in his bed, preferably with his wife. The colonized 
man is an envious m8n. The colonist is aware of this as he catches 
the furtive glance, and constantly on his guard, realizes bitterly 
that: "They want to take our place." And it's true there is not one 
colonized subject who at least once a day does not dream of tak
ing the place of the colonist. 

)"his co~tmentalized world, this world divided in two_ ii 
~1h;bited- b"'y different species . The singularity of the colonial 
context lies in the fact that economic reality, inequality, and 
enormous disparities in lifestyles never manage to mask the 
human reality. Looking at the immediacies of the colonial COI1
text, it is clear that what divides this world is first and foremost 
what species, what race one belongs to. In the colonies the eco
nomic infrastructure is also a superstructure. The ca use is effect: 
You 8re rich because you are white, you are white because you 
are rich. This is why a Marxist analysis should always be slightly 
stretched when it comes to addressing the colonial issue. It is 
not just the concept of the precapitalist society, so effectively 
studied by Marx, which needs to be reexamined here. The serf 
is essentially different from the knight, but a reference to divine 
right is needed to justify this difference in status. In the colonies 
the foreigner imposed himself using his cannons and machines. 
Despite the success of his pacification, in spite of his appropria
tion, the colonist always remains a foreigner.lt is not the facto
!i~~)Jl1Lestates, or the bank account which primarily characterize 
th~__" ruliIlg-J:.lass " The Tllliog species is first and foremost the 
~!:i_~c!gJm.IILels.e.where, different .fi:om...the--.ill.digenous p~la
tion, "the others." ,---------

The violence which governed the ordering of the colonial world, 
w~tir~lessly punc~_atea the destrucfloi1 of the indigenous 
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social fabric, and demolished unch ecked the systems of refer--- ~-~------~----.----
ence of the c0l1ntr)~ec~on2Yl.Ji(es~ and modes of dres~ 
this same vioTeriCe- will ~(~'0ted and ap~.1:.iateA when,
.tiBQgJ~LirrrCf1tleJr own J-_l§.D~Ls, the colonizedts;arn~ into 
the forbidden cities. To blow the colonial world to smithereens 
-j;-hencefortllacr;; illlds;e within the grasp and imagin8tion of 
every colonized subject. J () dislocate tbe colonjalw.D_d1Ld~s not 
mean that once th e borekrs have beCJH~luniJlate.d1he.re_$_illbe 
~hi-of wav1?~tv.iii;ttil;..9_~~s.. To destroy the colon-i-~ l 
world means nothing Ie" tban demolishing the colonist's sec
tor, burying it deep with!n the ea rth or banishing it from the 

te rritory. 

Challenging the coloni:t1 world is not a rational confrontation 
of viewpoints. It is not a c;iscourse on tb e universal, but the im
passioned claim by the colonized that their world is fundamen
tally different . The colonial world is a Manichaean woriel. The 
colonist is not content with physically limiting the space of the 
colonized, i.e ., with the help of his agents oflav-.: and orcler.htif 
to iUustrrlli_tbe totalit.3firm n~f..c.ok,:llitt-~itation, the.. 
r;.olonist turns the colonized into a.kil1_d2.[..9.::.l..,.!.::.~~~nc~.of ~Yi~ 
Colonized societv is not merely portrayed as a society without 
values. The colonist is not content with stating that the cololjizecl 
wo rld has lost its valu<:s or worse never possessed any. The "na
tive" is declared imperviol1s to ethics, representing not only the 
absence of values but also the negation of values. He is, dare we 
say it, the enemy of v81ues In other words, absolute evil. A cor
rosive element, destroying everything within his reach, a corrupt
ing element, distorting eve rything which involves aesthetics or 
morals, an agent of malevolent powers, an unconscious and in
cmable instrument of blind forces. And Monsieur Meyer could 
say in all seriousness in the French National Assembl)' that we 

I We i1<lVC delllonstrated in Black Skin. White Masks the mechanisIl1 of 

this iVlJllici1aean world. 
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should not let the Republic be defiled by the penetration of the 
Algerian people Values are, in fact, irreversibly poisoned and 
infected as soon as they come into contact with the colonized. 
The customs of the colonized, their traditions, their myths, es
pecially their myths, are the very mark of this indigence and 
innate depravity. This is why we should place DDT, which de
stroys parasites, carriers of disease, on the same level as Chris
tianity, which roots out heresy, natural impulses, and evil. The 
decline of yellow fever and the advances made by evangelizing 
form part of the same balance sheet. But triumphant reports by 
the missions in fact tell us how deep the seeds of alienation have 
been sown among the colonized. I am talking of Christianity and 
this should come as no surprise to anybody. The Church in the 
colonies is a white man's Church, a foreigners ' Church. It does 
not call the colonized to the ways of God, but to the ways of the 
white man, to the ways of the master, the ways of the oppressor. 
And as we know, in this story many are called but few are chosen . 

Sometimes this Manichaeanism reaches its logical conclusion 
and dehumanizes the colonized subject. In plain talk, he is re
duced to the state of an animal. And consequently, when the 
colonist speaks of the colonized he uses zoological terms. Allu
sion is made to the slithery movements of the yellow race, the 
odors from the "native" quarters, to the hordes, the stink, the 
svvarming, the seething, 8nd the gesticulations .1.:2..l::is endeavors 
at descri12tion and finding the right word, the colonist refers 
<;:gnstantly_!~hes.tiery. The European seldom has a problem 
with figures of speech . But the colonized, who immediately grasp 
the intention of the colonist and the exact case being made 
against them, know inst<mtly what he is thinking. This explosive 
population growth, those hysterical masses, those blank faces, 
those shapeless, obese bodies, this headless, tailless cohort, these 
children who seem not to belong to anyone, this indolence 
sprawling uncler the sun, this vegetating existence, all this is part 
of the colonial vocabulary. General de Gaulle speaks of "yellow 

\l".:0 



8 THE WRETCHED Of THE EARTH 

multitudes," and Monsieur Mauriac of the black, brown, and 
yellow hordes that will soon invade our shores. The colonized 
knovv all that anc! roar with laughter every time they hear them
selves called an animal by the other. For tl~~ know they areJ1Qt 
animals. And at the very moment when ~scover their hu: 
!IELIl.i.ly.Jbey begin t2~hal12en their weapons to S~~.l!.t~ its.'y'ictoIJ'.' 

As soon as the colonized begin to strain at the leash and to 
pose a threat to the colon ist, they are assigned a series of good 
souls who in the "Symposiums on Culture" spell out the speci
ficity and richness of V/estern values. But every time the issue 
of Western values crops up, the colonized grow tense and their 
muscles seize up. During the period of decolonization the colo
nized are called upon to be reasonable. They are offered rock
solid values, they are told in great detail that decolonization 
should not mean regression, and that they must rely on values 
which have proved to be reliable and worthwhile. Now it so 
happens that when the colonized hear a speech on Western 
culture they draw their machetes or at least check to see they are 
close to hand. The supremacy of white values is stated with such 
violence, the victorious confrontation of these values with the 
lifestyle and beliefs of the colonized is so impregnated with ag
gressiveness, that as a counter measure the colonized rightly 
make a mockery of them whenever th ey are mentioned. In the 
colonial context the colonist only quits undermining the colo
nized once the latter have proclaimed loud and clear that white 
values reign supreme. In the period of decolonization the colo
nized masses thumb their noses at these very values, shower them 
with insults and vomit them up. 

Such an occurrence normally goes unseen because, during 
decolonization, certain colonized intellectuals have established 
a dialogue with the bourgeoisie of the colonizing country. Dur
ing this period the indigenous population is seen as a blurred 
mass. The few "native" personalities whom the colonialist bour-
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geois have chanced to encounter have had insufficient impact 
to alter their current perception and nuance their thinking. 
Dllfing the period of liberation, however, the colonialist bour
geoisie frantically seeks contact with the colonized "elite." It is 
with this elite that the famous dialogue on values is established. 
When the colonialist bourgeoisie realizes it is impossible to 
mdintain its domination over the colonies it decides to wage a 
rearguard campaign in the fields of culture, vdlues, and technol
ogy, etc. But what we should never forget is that the immense 
majori~' of colonized peoples are impervious to such issues. For 
a colonized people, the most essential value, because it is the 
most meaningful, is first and foremost the lanel: the land, w'hich 
must provide bread and, naturally, dignity. But this dignity has 
nothing to do with "human" dignity. The colonized subject has 
never heard of such an ideal. All he has ever seen on his land is 
that he can be arrested, beaten, and st'arved with impunity; and 
no sermonizer on morals, no priest has ever stepped in to bear 
the blows ill his place or share his bread. For the colonized, to 
be a moralist quite plainly means silencing the arrogance of the 
colonist, breaking his spiral of violence, in a word ejecting him 
outright from the picture. The fJ!11oUS dictum which stJtes that 
all men are equal will find its illustration in the colonies only 
when the colonized subject states he is equal to the colonist. 
Taking it a step further, he is determined to fight to be more than 
the colonist. In fact, he has already decided to take his place. As 
we have seen, it is the collapse of an entire moral and material 
universe. The inte))ectual who, for his part, has adopt~ the 
~t, universal values of the colonizer)s prepared to fight so 
that colonist and colonized can live in peace in a new \Vorld. But 
what he does not see, because precisely colonialism and all its 
modes of thought have seeped into him, is that the colonist is 
no longer interested in staying on and coexisting once the colo
nial context has disappeared. It is no coincidence that, even 
before any negotiation betvveen the Algerian government and the 
French government, the so-called "liberal" European minority 

..y 
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has already macle its position clear: it is clamoring for dual citi
7.enship, nothing less. By sticking to the abstract the colonist is 
being forced to make a very substantial leap into the unknown. 
Let us be honest, the colonist knows perfectly we ll that no jar
gon is a substitute for reality. 

The colonized subject thus discovers that his life, his breath
ing-~ciQJi~artbeats are th~ same as the colonist's H~- 'ti"t'

c.-2vers th~t the skin of a colonist is not w more th<lrLtl:!$ //.-j

"native's." In other words, his~~ives fundamentaJj~]11 7." .. ;1, . 
The colonized's revolutionary new assurance stems from this·lL ' 'i ,"~ 1) 
;;- fact, my life is worth as much as the colonist's, his loor~an .W:~'t;';,~" 
-riol'Oil'fer strike fear into me or nail ~e to~~Q.Q..L§.!ld hiD'.Qjs:~ J 
can no longer petrif)l~.::. I am no longer uneasy in his presence. 
In reality, to hell with him. Not only does his presence no longer 
bother me, but I am already preparing to waylay him in such a 
way that soon he will have no other solution but to flee. ) 

The colonial context, as we have said, is characterized by the r 
dichotomy it inflicts on the world. Decolonization unifies this I 
world by a radical decision to remove its heterogeneity, by uni- ( 
~;ing it on the grounds of nation and sometimes race. To quote . 
the biting words of Senegalese patriots on the maneuvers of their 
president, Senghor: "We asked for the Africanization of the top 
jobs and all Senghor does is Africanize the Europeans." Mean
ing that the colonized can see right away if decolonization is 
taking place or not: The minimum demand is that the last be
come the first. 

But the colonized intellectual introduces a variation on this 
dem,md and in fact, there seems to be no lack of motivation to 
fill sen ior positions as administrators, technicians, and experts. 
The colonized, however, equate this nepotism with acts of sabo
tage and it is not unusual to hear them declare: "\Vhat is the point 
of being independent then ... 7" 

Wherever an authentic liberation struggle has been fought, 
wherever the blood of the people has been shed and the armed 
phase has lasted long enough to encourage the intellectuals to 
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withdraw to their rank and file base, there is em effective eradi
cation of the superstructure borrowed by these intellectuals from 
the colonialist bourgeois circles. ~~issistic monologue the 
~?J~t bourgeoisie, by way of its academics, had imp~ 
in the minds of the coJoni7.ed that the essential values-me1!n
iI!,g Western values-remain eternal despite all errors attribllt
able to man . The colonized intellectual accepted the cogency 
of these ideas and there in the back of his mind stood a sentinel 

on duty guarding the Greco-Roman pedestal. But during the 

struggle for liberation , when the colonized intellectual touches 

base C1ga in with his people, this artificial sentinel is smashed to 

sm ith ereens. All the Mediterranean values, the triumph of the 

individual, of enlightenment and Beauty turn into pale, lifeless 

trinkets. All those discourses appear a jumble of dead words. 

Those values which seemed to ennoble the soul prove wortbl~ 

because they have nothing in common with the real-life stru~ 

in which the eo )Je are engaged. 


-And first among them is in ivi ualism. The colonized intellec

tuallearned from his masters that the individual must assert him

self. The colonialist bour eoisie hammered into the colonized 
. mind the notion of a society of individuals where eac is oc ed 
in his subjectivity, where wealth lies in tho~t::.!3.ut the colonized 
intellec I ouah to bunker down with the )eople 
during the liberation struggle, will soon discover the falsity of this 

the0ll.. Involvement in the organization of the struggle will already 

introduce him to a different vocabulary. "Brother, " "sister," "com

rade" are words outlawed by the colonialist bourgeoisie because h 

in their thinking my brother is my wallet anel my comrade, my ~~~'>. 

scheming. I . of auto-da-fe, the colonized intellectual ~ 

witness - truction of a lis iclols: ea ism arro ant recrimi

- 'i:.,c"nation, and the ~diotic, c]:JiJdish need to have the last word. This 
~s '.~ 

colonized intellectual , pulverized by coIOnialIst culture, wjlJ ,., -' 
'V"~J~o di~~over th e stren~_t~._?!~~e vi~ge assemblies, the power "'c 

of the people's commissions anQfFie extraofCli'ffar)' productive
nesso r;)eigFibOi-hood ancl sectIo"iiCOi11rruttee meetings. Personal 
. -----~ --- .~-~'.."---.-~-

.- ~ 
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interes t~ are novv the coll ecti ve interest beca use in reality every
one \-vill be discovered by the French legionnaires and con
sequen tl y massac red or else everyone will be saved. In such a 
context, the "every roan for h imself' concept, the atheist's fo rm 
of sa lv<1tion, is prohib ited. 

.?~ l f-~.0i£lsnl has been much talked about recently, but few 
realize th"t it was fi rst of all an African insti tl!!i.9n. Wheth er it 
be in the djemac[s of North Africa or the palavers of West Africa, 
tradition has it that disputes which break out in a village are 
workee! out in public. By this I mea n collective sel f-cri.hr;;ism'y{jlh 
a touch of hu mor b~~~:.ery.on.e is re laxed, because in the 

\ ."~ nd~~ve-;rr-;a;DT~~ same thillg: .J~he inte ll ectual sh~TIthal 
rt ~~.lcula_t:.illg,j!)l those stra ng~ silences, th~e ulteri or motiv D .llilJ 

L ).,' ~l~ou? thinking and.secrecy as he__gradua I LJ2l~l.1]_ges d~~£.(~.r 
.<Apr- among. the peoJ?l e. In thi~pect.l~n we can genu i lJ.cl'y-s_a-YJh~J 
VP th e commun ity has already tr iumphed and c:~udes its own li ght, 

its own reason.!tV --
-~he l';-d~co l o niza ti on occurs in regions where the libera
tion struggle has not yet made its impact suffi ciently felt, here 
are the sa me ~nart alecks, th e sly, shre\o\ d in telles.!1l9.ls-.whose 
behavior and ways of thinking, picked up fro m their rubbing 
shoul de rs wi th the colonial ist bo urgeoisie, have remained in
tact. Spoiled children of yes terday'S colon ialism and today's 
govcrn ing povvers, they oversee the looti ng of the few national 
resources. Ruthless in their scheming and legal pil fe ring they use 
the poverty, now nati onwicle, to work their way to the top through 
import-export holdings , li mited compan ies, playing the stock 
market, and nepotism. They insist on the national iza ti on of busi
ness transactions, i.e., reserving contracts and bus iness deals for 
l1at ion'lls. Their doc trine is !~procla irn the absolute need f~~
tiol1 Zl lizing the theft of the natio!l, In this barren, na ti onal phase, 
in this so-called period of auste rity, the ir success at plun dering 
th e nat ion swiftly sparks anger and violence from the people. In 
the present international and African context,.the poverty-stricken 
~ independent population achieves a social consc iousness at 
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~ rapidly accelerating pace. This, the petty individualists will soon 
find out for themselves . 

In order to assimilate the culture of the oppressor and venture 
iDiQ-'bi s fold the coloni zed subject has had to pa wn some of his 
own intelJ ectllal possessions For instance, one of the things he 
has had to assi milate is the way the colonialist bourgeoisie thinks. 
Th is is apparent in the col9nized intellectual's inaptitude to 
~age in dialogue For he is unable to make himself inessen

_tiEl when confronted with a purpose or idea. On the other hand , 
when he operates among the people he is constantly awestruck. 
He is I~e ra ll y disa rmed by their good faith and integrity. He is 
then constantly at risk of becoming a demagogu e. He.turns into , 
a kind of mimic man who nods his assent to every word by the I.l 
~~transformed hy hi m into an arbiter of truth. But the fe llah, .-t f"1J)) , 
the unemployed and the starving do not lay claim to truth . They ),j'

do not say they represent the truth because they are the tru th in 
their very being. 
-'uring this period ,the intell ectual behaves objectively like a 
.vulgar opportlloisr. His maneuvering, in fact is still at work. The 
people wOllld never th ink of rejecting him or Gutting th e grO!!Od 
from llncler his feet What the people want js for everything to 
be pooled together. The coloni zed intellectual's insertion into 
this human tide will fin d itself on hold because of his Q1riQllS 
oJ2.session with detail. It is not that the people are opposcl..to 
analys is. T hey appreciate clari fication, understand the reason
i.!!~ent, and like to see where they are goin.s. 
But at the start of his cohabitation with th e people th e colonjzed 
i!}!:clle.c.tuaLgives priority to detail ancJ tend$ to furget the yery 
purpose of the stmggle-tbe defeat of coloniali sm § wept along 
by the Illilny facets of the struggle, he tends t:2-£9n~trat~Q.rl 
locaU'ls.ks..-und.eili!l~ea lously_but almost always tOCLRedan
ti cally . He does not always see the overa ll picture. He intro
duces the notion of disc ipl ines, spec ialized areas and fi elds into 
that awesome mixer and grinder called a people's revolution. 

\ \J --\ 
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.c.2lJllTlili~.9.. to c~rJ9.j!1J[Qn tli.n-,U~l!,.~S.Jl e ter~.cl~J2 lose ~igh~t of 
the un.i.br: oJ the movement and in the event offailure at the local 
fe~;~l he' suc;;:;~bs to d;ubt:-~ven despair. The._~.ill2l~".2.!Uhe 
other hand, take a global stan~e Jrom the very start- "Bread and 
land: how do we go about getting bread and land?" And this stub
born, apparently limited, narrow-min.c1e(LCls.pg.£!:. of the j;eople is 
finally the most rewarding and e:.ffective ~'~~!n~~:l.oa!2.I~-

The question of truth must also be taken into consideration. 
For the people , only fellow nationals cHC ever owed the truth. 
No absolute truth, no discourse on the transparency of the soul 
can erode this position. In answer to the lie of the colonial situ
ation, the colonized subject responds with a lie. Behavior tOVl;a rd 
fellow nationalists is open and honest, but strained and indeci
pherable toward the colonists. Tmth is what hastens the dislo
Cil.iiQn. of the colonial regime wh~t fosters the emergence of the 
qation. Truth is what rotects the "natives" and undoes thelm
e.ign.~~_c.clonial ~ ,t here is no truthful behavior. And 
&,oo(is qui..!.~simply \-"hat hurts them most. 

Vic have seen therefore that ~he Maniehaeanism that fi.rst 
Kovernej_'=-\llonial society is maintained i~t during th~d 
Qld~c.QJ.Qnization:Jn fact the colonist never ceases to be the 
enemy, the antagonist, in plain \vords public enemy number 1. 
The oppresso r, ensconced in his sector, creates the spiral, the 
spiral of domination , exploitation and looting. In the other sec
tor, the coloni zed subject li es coiled ane! robbed, and fuels as 
best he can the spiral which moves seamlessly from the shores 
of the colony to the palaces and docks of the metropolis. In this 
petrified zone, not a ripple on the surface, the palm trees sway 
against the clouds, the waves of the sea lap against the shore, the 
raw materia'!s corne anel go, legitimclting the colonist's presence, 
while more dead than alive the coloniLed subject crouches for 
ever in the same old dream. The colonist makes history. His life 
is an epic, an odyssey. He is invested with the very beginning 
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"We made this lanel." He is the guarantor for its existence: "If we 
leave, all will be lost, and this land will return to the Dark Ages." 
Opposite him, listless beings wasted away by fevers and consumed 
by "ancestral customs" compose a virtually petrified background 
to the innovative dynamism of colonial mercantilism. 

The colonist makes history and he knows it. And because he 
refers constantly to the history of his metropolis, he plainly indi
cates that here he is the extension of this metropolis. The his
tory he writes is therefore not the history of the country he is 
despoiling, but the history of his own nation's looting, raping, 
and starving to death. The immobility to which the colonized 
subject is condemned can be challenged only if he decides to 
put an end to the history of colonization and the history of de
spoliation in order to bring to life the history of the nation, the 
history of clecolon ization. 

A world compartmentalized, Manichaean and petrified, a 
world of statues: the statue of the general who led the conquest, 
the statue of the engineer who built the bridge. A world cock
sure of itself, crushing with its stoniness the backbones of those 
scarred by the whip. That is the colonial world. The colonial 
subject is a man penned in; apartheid is but one method of com
partmentalizing the colonial world. The first thing the colonial 
subject learns is to remain in his place and not overstep its limits. 
Hence the dreams of the colonial subject are muscular dreams, 
dreams of action , dreams of aggressive vitality. I dream I am 
jumping, swimming, running, and climbing. I dream J burst out 
laughing, I am leaping across a river and chased by a pack of cars 
that never catches up with me. During colonization the colo
nized subject frees himself night after night between nine in the 
evening and six in the morning. 

The colonized subject will first train this aggress iveness sedi
mented in his muscles against his own people. This is the period 
when black turns on black, and police officers and magistrates 

-.
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don't know which way to turn when faced with the surprising 
surge of North African criminality. We shall see later what should 
be made of this phenomenon. 2 Confronted with the colonial 
order the colonized subject is in a permanent state of tension. 
The colonist's world is a hostile world, a world which excludes 
yet at the same time incites envy. Vie have seen how the colo
nized always dream of taking the colonist's place. Not ofbecom
ing a colonist, but of replacing him. This hostile, oppressive and 
aggressive world, bulldozing the colonized masses, represents not 
only the hell they wOllldlike to escape as quickly as possible but 
a paradise within arm's reach guarded by ferocious watchdogs. 

The colonized subject is constantly on his guard: Confused 
by the myriad signs of the colonial world he never knows whether 
he is out of line . Confronted with a world configured by the 
colonizer, the colonized suhject is al,vays presumed guilty The 
colonized does not accept his guilt, but rather considers it a kind 
of curse , a s\vord of Damocles. But deep down the colonized 
suhject acknowledges no authority. He is dominated but not 
domesticated. He is made 10 feel inferior, but by no means con
vinced of his inferiority. He patiently waits for the colonist to let 
his guard down and then jumps on him. The muscles of the 
colonized are always tensed. It is not that he is anxious or terror
ized, but he is always ready to change his role as game for that of 
hunter. The colonized subject is a persecuted man who is for
ever dreaming of becoming the persecutor. The symbols of so
ciety sllch as the police force, bugle calls in the barracks, military 
parades, and the flag flying aloft, serve not only as inhibitors but 
also as stimulants. They do not signify: "Stay where you are." But 
rather "Get ready to do the right thing." And in fact if ever the 
colonized subject begins to doze off or forget, the colonist's ar
rogance and preoccupation with testing the solidity of the colo

2 Colonial Wars and Mental Disorders, chapter S 
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nial system will remind him on so many occasions that the great 
showdown cannot be postponed indefinitely. This impulse to 
take the colonist's place maintains a cOllstant muscular tonus. It 
is a known fact that under certain emotional circumstances an 
obstacle actually escalates action. 

The relationship between colonist and colonized is one of 
physical mass. Against the greater number the colonist pits his 
force. The colonist is an exhibitionist. His safety concerns lead 
him to remind the colonized out loud: "Here I am the master." 
The colonist keeps the colonized in a state of rage, which he 
prevents from boiling over. The colonized are caught in the 
tightly knit web of colonialism. But we have seen how on the in
side the colonist achieves only a pseudo-petrification. The mus
cular tension of the colonized periodically erupts into bloody 
fighting between tribes, clans, and individuals. 

At the indivicluallevel we witness a genuine negation of CO\11

mon sense. Whereas the colonist or police officer can beat the 
colonized subject clay in ancl day out, insult him and shove him 
to his knees, it is not uncommon to see the colonized subject 
draw his knife at the slightest hostile or aggressive look from 
another colonized subject. For the colonized subject's last re
sort is to defend his personality against his fellow countryman. 
Internecine feuds merely perpetuJte age-old grudges entrenched 
in memory. By throwing himself muscle and soul into his blood 
feuds, the colonized subject endeavors to convince himself that 
colonialism has never existed, that everything is as it used to be 
and history marches on. Here we grasp the full significance of 
the all too familiar "head-in-the-sand" behavior at a collective 
level, as if this collective immersion in a fratricidal bloodbath 
suffices to mask the obstacle and postpone the inevitable alterna
tive, the inevitable emergence of the arllled struggle against colo
nialism. So one of the ways the colonized subject releases his 
muscular tension is through the very real collective self-destruction 

\\
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of these internecine feuds. Such behavior represents a death wish 
in the face of danger, a suicidal conduct which reinforces the 
colonist's existence and domination and reassures him that such 
men are not rational. The colonized subject also manages to lose 
sight of the colonist through religion. Fatalism relieves the op
pressor of all responsibility since the cause of wrong-doing, pov
erty, and the inevitable can be Jttributed to God. The individual 
thus accepts the devastation decreed by God, grovels in front of 
th e colonist, bows to the hand of fate, and mentally readjusts to 
acquire the serenity of stone. 

In the meantime, however, life goes on and the colonized 
su bject draws on the terrifying myths that are so prolific in under
developed soc ieties as inhibitions for his aggressiveness: malevo
lent spirits who emerge every time you put one foot wrong, 
leopard men, snake men, six-legged dogs, zombies, a whole 
never-ending gamut of animalcules or giants that encircle the 
colonized wi th a realm of taboos, barriers, and inhibitions far 
more terrifying than the colonialist world. This magical super
structure that permeates the indigenous society has a very precise 
function in the way the libido works. One of the characteristics, 
in fact, of underdeveloped societies is that the libido is prima
rilya matter for the group and family. Anthropologists have amply 
described societies where the man who dreams he has sexual 
intercourse with a woman other than his own must publicly 
confess his dream and P3Y the penalty in kind or in several days' 
work to the husband or the injured family party-which proves, 
by the way, that so-called prehistorical societies attach great 
importance to the unconscious. 

In sCCIring me, the atmosphere of myths ane! magic operates like 
an undeniable reality. In terri~'ing me, it incorporates me into the 
traditions and history of my lanel and ethnic group, but at the same 
time I am reassured 3nd gr3nted a civil status, an identification. 
The secret sphere in underdeveloped countries is a collective 
sphere that falls exclusively within the realm of magic. By entan
gling me in this inextricable web where gestures are repeated with 
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a secular limpidity, my very own world, our very own world, thus 
perpetuates itself. Zombies, believe me, are more terrifying than 
colonists. And the problem now is not whether to fall in line with 
the armor-plated world of colonialism, but to think twice before 
urinating, spitting, or going out in the dark. 

The magical, supernatural powers prove to be surprisingly ego 
boosting. The colonist's powers are infinitely shrunk, stamped 
by foreignness. There is no real rea son to fight them because what 
really matters is that the mythical structures contain far more 
terri~'ing adversaries. It is evident that everything is reduced to 
a permanent confrontation at the level of phantasy. 

In the liberation struggle, however, this people who were 
once relegated to the realm of the imagination, victims of un
speakable terrors, but content to lose themselves in hallucina
tory dreams, are thrown into disarray, re-form, and amid blood 
and tears give birth to very real and urgent issues. Giving food 
to the muj3hideen, st3tioning lookouts, helping deprived fami
lies 3nd t3king over from the sl3in or imprisoned husband-such 
are the practic31 t3sks the people 3re 3sked to undertake in the 
liberation struggle. 

In the colonial world, the colonized's affectivity is kept on edge 
like a running sore flinching from a caustic agent. And the psyche 
retracts, is obliterated, and finds an outlet through muscular 
spasms that have caused many an expert to classify the colonized 
as hysterical. This overexcited affectivity, spied on by invisible 
guardians who constantly communicate with the core of the 
personality, t3kes an erotic delight in the muscular deflation of 
the crisis. 

Another aspect of the colonized's affectivity can be seen when 
it is drained of energy by the ecstasy of dance. Any study of the 
colonial world therefore must include an understanding of the 
phenomen3 of dance and possession. The colonized's way of 
relaxing is precisely this muscular orgy during which the most 
brutal aggressiveness 3nd impulsive violence are ch3nneled, 
transformed, 3nd spirited away. The dance circle is 3 permissive 
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circle. It protects Jnd empov..'ers. At a fixed time and a fixed date 
men and women assembJe in a given place, and uncler the sol
emn ga7.e of the tribe launch themselves into a seemingly disar
ticulated, but in fa ct extremely ritualized, pantomime where the 
exorci sm, liberati on, and expressi on of a community are gran
diosely and spontaneously played out through shaking of the 
head, anc1 back and forward thrusts of the body Everything is 
permitted inthe dancc circle. The hil1ock, which has been 
climbed as if to get close r to th e moon, the river bank, which 
has been descended whenever the d,m ce symbolizes ablution, 
\\ ,lsh in g, anc1 purifica ti on, are sacred places. Everyth i ng is per
mittec1 , for in fa ct the sole purpose of the gathering is to let th e 
supercharged libido and th e stifl ed aggressiveness spevl' out vol
canically. Symbolic kil1ings , figurati ve cavalcades , and imagined 
multiple murders, everything has to come out. The ill humors 
seep ou t, tumultuous as lava flows . 

One step further and we find ourselves in deep possession. In 
actual fact, these are orga nized seances of possession and dispos
session: va mpirism, possession by c1jinns, by w mbies, anel by 
Legba , the illustrious goel of voodoo. Such a disintegration , dis
solution or splitting of the personality, plays a key regulating role 
in ensuring the stability of th e coloni zed world. On the way there 
these men and wornen were stamping impatiently, their nerves 
"on edge." On the way back, the village returns to sereni ty, peac e, 

'll ' (, / JjI t ness . _''I t -/?!-c , \.., / 1, (-ec-0-?~ , ) t ·{//7(/iZ"JJanc s 1 

.lli.Jring the stru ggleJor l iberation there ~s <~l.:.gul atl0~ 
.~-- : .J 

int~~est in th ese ritu als. Witl.l his back to the wall , the knife at 
(:.!, ~'-"".""" jlis throat , or to be more exact th e electrode on his enitaUe 

:')~t~ ·~ '(.1''''':-7 coloni zed su ject is boun to stop te ing stories . 
,>-;'1 ,.w2, After ve-a-;s"Ofunreahty, after wallowing in the most extraordi
, ~-.v}~~_1 na ry phantasms, the colonized subj ect, lllachine gun at the ready, 

finall y confronts the only force which challenges hi s vcry being: 
colonialism. And the young colonized subj ect who grows up in 
an atmosphere of fire and brimstone has nO sCfllpl es mocking 
zombi e ancestors, two-headed horses, corpses woken from the 
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dead, and djinns who, taking aclvantage of a ya\vn, slip inside the 
body. Jhe colonized subject discovers reJ litv anel transforms it 
.through his praxis, his deployment of violence and his agenda 
for liberation. 

We have seen that this violence throughout th e colo11ial period , 
although constantly on edge, runs Oll emp ty \lve have seen it 
channeled through the emotional rel ease of c\(lllce or possession. 
We have seen it exhaust itself in fratricidal struggles. The chal
lenge now is to seize this violence as it re<lligns itself. Whereds it 
once reveled in myths anel contrived ways to commi t collective 
suicide, a fresh set of circumstances will nmv enable it to change 
directions. 

From the point of view of politi cal tacti cs and History, the lib
eration of the coloni es poses a theoreti cal problem of crucial 
importance at the current time: When can it be said that the 
situation is ripe for a national liberation movement? What should 
be the first line of action? Beca use c1ecolonizati Ol l comes in mJny 
shapes, reason wavers and abstains from declaring what is a true 
decolonization and what is not. We shall see that for the politi
cally committed , urgent dec isions are needed on means and 
tactics, i. e., direction and organi zation . Anything else is but blind 
voluntarism with the terribly reactionary risks this implies . 

What are the forces in the colonial perioc\l'.:hich offer new 
ch~ne l s , new agents of empowermentJor the "y'i olen,<: e oI1Fle "y. 

_colon~? First and foremost, the politi cal parti es and the in- ..-0.\ 
tellectual and business elite. !-:loweve!.:, Whi:lli>'l ..cb'Ji:.i1 C.tClisti.c of /::';' ':; /Y-<
certain_p..Dlilli:aLgr.o.ups is that jhe¥.aLC:_ltrQD.~·inciples but '12'''F 
abstain from i ssuiIlg.DJ.a rc hin..g;~-s: During the coi~~;ial per10cl 
the activiti es of these natiol1<llist political parti cs are purely for 
electioneering purposes and amount to no more than a series of 
philosophic-political discourses on the subject of the rights of 
peoples to self-determination, the human rights of digni ty and 
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freedolll from hunger, ancl the countless declctrations of the prin
ciple "one man, one vote." The nationalist political parties never 
insist on the need for confrontation Ereciselv because their aim 
i:~.. not th~- ra~n-;;;rc;vertl1'row oTtl~esysten;. Pacifist and lavv

;b;clI~lg, partisans: lilfJ'ct, of order, the ncw order, these politi
cd groups bluntly ask of the colonidlist bourgeoisie what to them 
is essenticd: "Give us morc power." On the specific issue of vio
lence, the elite are ambiguous. Thev are violent in their \'I,iords 
and reformist in thcir attitudes. \Vhile the bourgeois nationalist 
political leaders say one thing, they make it quite clear it is not 
\\hat they dre really thinking. 

This chdracteristic of tIle nationalist political parties mllst be 
attributed to the nature of their leaders ,md their supporters. The 
supporters of the nationalist parties are urban voters. These vvork
ers, elementary school teachers, small tradesmen, and shopkeep
ers who have begun to profit from the colonial situation-in a 
pitiful sort of Via)' of course-have their own interests in mind. 
What these supporters are demanding is a better life and im
proved wages. The dialogue betvieen these political parties and 
colonialism has continued uninterrupted. Discllssions focus on 
improvements, electoral representation, freedom of the press, 
and freedom of association. Reforms dre discussed. It should 
come as no surprise therefore that a good many colonidl subjects 
are active members in branches of metropolitan political par

'.--C:' ties. These colonial subjects are militant activists under the ab 

:? l. p /. """""%tract;lo&llL.]2.m&.e.LlQJb_~.p-L<?J.~~ar~at,'~ forgetti ng,th ~~ in their 
//,' ~A 	 0:!.l~tQfth_~,\YQr:lclg~gan~of national liberation should come first. 

The colonized intellect~rh8s'ln\/estecl 1115 aggression ~ 
barely veiled wish to be assimilated to the colonizer's world. He 
has placed his aggression at the service of his own intercsts, his 
interests as an individual. The result is the ready emergence of a 
kind of class of individually liberated slaves, of freed slaves. The 
intellectual calls for ways of freeing more and more slaves and 
wals of organizing a ge11l1ine class of the emancipated. The 
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masses, however, have no intention of looking on as the chances 
of individual Sllccess improve. What they demand is not the sta
tus of the colonist, but his place. In their immense majority the 
colonized want the colonist's farm. There is no question for them 
of competing with the colonist. Thcy want to take his place. 

The peasantry is systematically left out of most of the national
ist parties' propaganda. But it is obvious t}lat in colonial countries 
only the peasantry is revoJJJtionary It has nothing to lose and every
thing to gain. The underprivileged and starving peasant is the 
exploited who very soon discovers that only violence pays. For him 
there is no compromise, no possibility of concession. Coloniza
tion or decolonization: it is simply a power struggle. The exploited 
realize that their liberation implies using every means available, 
and force is the first. When Monsieur Guy Mollet capitulated to 
the French settlers in Algeria in 1956, the Front de la Liberation 
Nationale (FLN) in a famous tract stated that colonialism only 
loosens its hold when the knife is at its throat. No Algerian really 
thought these terms too violent. The tract merely expressed what 
every Algerian felt deep down: colonialism is not a machine ca
pable of thinking, a body endowed with reason. It is naked vio
lence and only gives in when confronted with greater violence. 

At the critical, deciding moment the colonialist bourgeoisie, 
which had remained silent up till then, enters the fray. They 
introduce a new notion, in actual fact a creation of the colonial 
situation: nonviolence. In its raw state this nonviolence conveys 
to the colonized intellectual and business elite that their inter
ests are identical to those of the colonialist bourgeoisie and it is 
therefore indispensable, a matter of urgency, to reach an agree
ment for the common good. Nonviolence is an attempt to settle 
the colonial problem around the negotiating table before the 
irreparable is clone, before any bloodshed or regrettable act is 
committed. But if the masses, without waiting for the chairs to 
be placed around the negotiating table, take matters into their 
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OIVIl hanc!s anc! start bmning and killing, it is not long before we 
see the "elitc" ane! the leaders of the bourgeois nationalist par
ti es tum to thc col onial auth orities and tell them: "This is terri
blv serious l Goodness knows how it "v ill all end. Vie must find 
,111 answer, we tnust Find a compromise." 

This notioll of compromise is very important in the case of 
c1 ecololli /.(;lholl , for it is far from being a simple matter. Com
promisc, ill fact, involves both the colonial system and the 
burgeoning llJlioil J i hourgeoisie. The adherents of the colonial 
sys tem di scovc r th ,l t the Il1clSSeS might very well destroy every
thing. Th e sClhotage of bridges, the destruction of farms, repres
sion (mel ,\"i:.H can seve rely elisrupt th e economy. Compromise is 
'l lso on the clgenc1a for thc national bourgeoisie who, unable to 
forcsee tlw possib le comequences of such a whirlwind, fear in 
fclct the\' will he swept d\VaV, and hasten to reassure the colonists: 
"\Ve are still Glp<lble of stopping th e slaughter, the masses still 
trust us, ,let cJl1ickly if you clo not want to jeopardize everything." 
If e\Cllts go one step fmther , the leader of the nationalist party 
di stall ccs himsclf from the violence. He loudly claims he has 
llothll1g to do with these Mcll1-IViall, wi th these terrorists, these 
butchers. ln the bes t of cases, he barricades himself in a no
man's-land Iwt\veen the terrorists anJ the colonists and offers his 
serviccs ,IS "mediator"; vvhich means that since the colonists can
!lot negoti ,lt-e with the tvlal1-JVlJu, he himself is prepared to begin 
negotiati ons. Thus the rear guard of the national struggle, that 
section of the people who have al ways been on the other side, 
no\\ finc! themsclves cdtapulted to th e forefront of negotiations 
ane! compromise - prccise Iy because th ey have cllways been care
ful not t-o break ties \l ith colonialism. 

Before holcling negoticltions, most of the nationalist parties are 
content ill the best of cases to e:\plain an e! excuse this "savage ry." 
The\ di stcl\lcC themselves from the people's struggle and can 
often bc hea rd in private condemning those spectacular acts that 
h,1\'e been Jccreee! heinous by thc metropolitan press and pub-
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li c opinion. Their preoccupation with objectivity constitutes the 
legitimate excuse for their failure to act. But thi s classic attitude 
of the colonized intellectual and the leaders of the nationalist 
parties is by no means objecti ve. In fact th ey are not sure that 
th is rec kless violence is the most effective way of defending their 
own interests. Another thing is that they are convinced violent 
methods are ineffective. For them, there can be no doubt, an y 
attempt to smash colonial oppression by force is an act of despair, 
a suicidal act. Beca use th e colonizer's tanks and fighter planes 
are constantly 011 their minds. When they are tolel we must act, 
th ey imagine bombs being dropped, armored cars rumbling 
through the streets, a hail of bullets, the police -and they stay 
put. Th ey <lre losers from the start. Their incapacity to triumph 
by violen ce needs no demonstration ; they prove it in their daily 
life and th eir maneuvering. They have remained in the puerile 
position which Engels adopted in his famous argument with that 
mountain of puerility, Monsieur Dtihring: 

"J list as Crusoe: cou ld procure ,I sViord for himse lf, we dre equally 
entitled to 3SS llnlC that one fine 1lI0rning Friday might 3ppeCll with 3 
loaded revo lver in hi s hand, ,md then th e whole 'force ' rel3tion ship is 
inverted. Friday cOl11mands and it is Crusoe who has to drudge ... So, 
then, th c re vo lver triumphs over the sword; and this will probolbl y make 
even th e most childish axiomatician comprehend that force is no mere 
act of the will, but requires very real prelimil1ary conditions before it 
can come into operation, that is to say, in struments, the more perfect 
of whi ch va nquish the less perfect; moreover, that these instruments 
have to be produced, which also implies that th e producer of more 
perfect in struments of force, vulgo arms, vanquishes the producer of 
thc less perfect instrument, and that, in a word, the trillmph of force 
is based on the produc tion of <Hm s, and this in turn on production in 
general-therefore 0 11 'economic power', Oil the 'economic order', on 
the materiall1leans which for ce has at its disposal.'" 

1 Friedrich Engels, Anti-Du!Jring. trans. Emile Burns (New York Illtern3
ti ollJi Publishers), pt. 2, chap. 1Il (The Force TheOl),), 184. 
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In fact the reformist leaders say the same thing: "What do YOll 

expect to fight th e colonists with? With your knives? With your 
shotguns?" 

Yes, instruments are important in the field of violence since in 
the end everything is based on the allocation of these instruments 
of force. But in this respect it so happens that the liberation of 
colonial territories sheds new light on the matter. For example 
during the Peninsular War, which was an authentic colonial war, 
Napoleon was forced to retreat, despite having mustered the mas
sive figure of 400,000 men during the 1810 spring offensive. Yet 
the French army's instruments of war, the bravery of its soldiers, 
and the military genius of its leaders made the whole of Europe 
tremble. Confronted with the enormous resources of the Napole
onic army, the Spanish, buoyed by an unshakeable national fer
vor, discovered guerrilla wa rfare, which twenty-five yea rs earlier 
the American militia had tested on the British troops. But guer
rilla warfare, that instrument of violence of the colonized, would 
amount to nothing if it did not count as a new factor in the global 
competition between cartels and monopolies. 

At the start of colonization, a single military column could 
occupy a vast amount of territory-from the Congo and Nigeria 
to the Ivo ry Coast, etc. But today the national struggle of the 
colonized is part and parcel of an entirely new situation. Capi
talism, in its expansionist phase, regarded the colonies as a source 
of raw materials which once processed could be unloaded on 
the European market. After a phase of capital accumulation , 
capitalism has now modified its notion of profitability. The colo
nies have become a market. The colonial population is a con
sumer market. Consequently, if the colony has to be constantly 
garrisoned, if trade slumps, in other words if manufactured and 
industrial goods can no longer be exported, this is proof that the 
military solution must be ruled out. A blind domination on the 
model of slavery is not economically profitable for the metropolis. 
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The monopolistic fraction of the metropolitan bourgeoisie will 
not support a government whose policy is based solely on the 
power of arms. What the metropolitan financiers and industri
alists expect is not th e devastation of the colonial population but 
the protection of thei r "legitimate interests" lIsing economic 
agreements. 

Capitalism therefore objectively colludes with the forces of 
violence that erupt in colonial territories. Moreover, the colo
nized subject is not alone in the face of the oppressor. There is, 
of course, the political and diplomatic aid of the progressive 
countries and their peoples. But above all there is the competi
tion and the pitiless war waged by the financi al groups. The 
Conference of Berlin was 8ble to carve up a mutilated Afric8 
among three or four European flags. Currently, the issue is not 
whether an African region is under French or Belgian sovereignty 
but whether the economic zones are safeguarded. Artillery shell
ing and scorched earth policy have been replaced by an eco
nomic dependency. The crackdown against a rebel sultan is a 
thing of the past. Matters have become more subtle, less bloody; 
plans are quietly made to eliminate the Castro regime. Guinea 
is held in a stranglehold, Moss8degh is liquidated. The national 
le8der who is aff8id of violence is very much mistaken ifhe thinks 
colonialism will "slaughter us all." The military, of course, con
tinue to play tin soldiers dating back to the conquest, but the 
finan cial interests soon bring them back to earth. 

The moderate nationalist political parties are therefore re
quested to clearly articu18te their claims and to c81mly and dis
passionately seek a solution with the colonialist partner respecting 
the interests of both sides. When this nationalist reformist move
ment, often a caricature of trade unionism, decides to act, it does 
so using extremely peaceful methods: organizing work stopp8ges 
in the few factorie s located in the towns, mass demonstrations 
to cheer a leader, and a boycott of the buses or imported com
modities. All these methods not only put pressure on the coloni81 
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clLlthorities but also allm:v the people to let off steam. This hiber
nation therapy, this hypnotherapy of the people, sometimes suc
ceeds. From the negotiating table emerges then the political 
agendCl that authorizes Monsieur M'ba, president of the Repub
lic of Cabon, to very solemnly declare on his arrival for an offi
cial visit to Paris: "Gabon is an independent country, but nothing 
has changed betv,leen Gabon and France, the status quo contin
ues." 1n fact the only change is that rv'Ionsieur M'ba is president 
of the Republic of Gabon, and he is the guest of the president of 
the French Republic. 

The colonialist bourgeoisie is aided and abetted in the paci
fication of the colonized by the inescapable powers of religion. 
All the saints who turned the other ch eek, who forgave those 
w·ho trespassed against them, who, without flinching, were spat 
upon allel insulted, are championed and shown as an example. 
The clitc of the colonized countries, those emancipated slaves, 
once they are at the head of the movement, inevitably end up 
producing an ersatz struggle. They use the term slavery of their 
brothers to shame the slave drivers or to provide their oppres
sors' financial competitors with an ideology of insipid humani
tcnianislll. Never in fact do they actually appeal to the slaves, 
never do they actuall y mobilize them. On the contrary, at the 
moment of truth-for them, the lie-they brandish the threat 
of mass mobilization as a clecisive weapon that would as if by 
magic put "an end to the colonial regime." There are revolu
ti.onaries ob~ou~X....~ll.Jb_~se political-p-artiP·s, a]))on~lbe 
c'l~l~es~_\~b.Q.dclihe[at.e.ltil!.!n their backs on the farce ofDGItiooal 
iJ.lQ~J2eJ!.~~llc~:J2.L!U)1e::i! .~12~~.£he.s.,- their i n itiati ve.w3l1.cLth~..ir 
~l)gl}_.o.utbursts very soon antagol~e.Jbe party machine. r~.b~~~ 
factions are graJualTYlsolated, then removed altogethell1Ulle 
sametli~~e~3sltt11ere were a di;lectical concomitance, the 
~llldI.P01iSes~~2ps_g9.i.i"l.~_on them. HOL~ndec1 in the to~, 
Shl!"IJl1~cL by the militants, .... rs:j~ctedJ~x_ili£l?_~:n.t.'_J~;;1.deL~,Jllele 
ulldesirable.s\vith their inflammatQry attitudUJli~~__ the 
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countrvside. It is then they realize in a kind of intoxication that 
the peasant ~~ss~!?~~l~ on.... t~ t~e~~~~y-;ord "QQ.s19..J}Qt 
h~2i..tlle.J:o_..a$k them the guestion}or which the~D.i...pl:e
[2Ered: "When do we start?" 

This encounter between the revolutionaries from the towns and 
the peasant population will be clealt with later on. For the time 
being our attention should focus on the political parties in order 
to demonstrate the nevertheless progressive nature of their action. 
In their speeches, the political leaders "name" the nation. The 
demands of the colonized are thus formulated. But there is no 
substance, there is no political and social agenda. There is a vague 
form of national framework, what might be termed a minimal 
demand. The politicians who make the speeches, who write in 
the nationalist press, raise the people's hopes. They avoid sub
version but in fact stir Lip subversive feelings in the conscious
ness of their listeners or readers . Often the national or ethnic 
language is used. Here again, expectations are raised and the 
imagination is allowed to roam outside the colonial order. Some
times even these politicians declare: "We blacks, we Arabs," ancl 
these terms charged with ambivalence during the colonial period 
take on a sacred connotation. These nationalist politicians are 
playing with fire. As an African leader recently told a group of 
young intellectuals: "Think before speaking to the masses, they 
are easily excitable ." There is therefore a cunning of history 
which plays havoc with the colonies. 

\\!hen the political leader summons the people to a meeting, 
there could be said to be blood in the air. Yet very often the leader 
is mainly preoccupied with a "show" of force-so as not to use 
it. The excitement that is fostered, however-the comings and 
goings, the speech making, the crowds, the police presence, the 
military might, the arrests and the deportation ofleaders-all this 
agitation gives the people the impression the time has come for 
them to do something. During these times of unrest the political 
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parties multiply the calls for calm to the left, while to the right they 
search the horizon endeavoring to decipher the liberal intentions 
of the colonial authorities. 

In order to maintain their stamina and their revolutionary 
capabilities, the people al so resort to retelling certain episodes 
in the life of the community. The outlaw, for example, \vho holds 
the countryside for days against the police, hot on his trail , or 
\;\'ho succumbs after killing four or fi ve police officers iIi single
handed combat or who commits sui cide rather than "give up" 
his accomplices, all constitute for the people role models, ClC

tion schemas, and "heroes. " And there is no point, obviously, in 
saying that such a hero is a thief, a thug, or a degenerate. if the 
act for which this man is prosecuted by the colonial authorities 
is an act exclusively directed against a colonial individual or 
colonial asset, then th e demarcation line is clear <md rnanifest. 
The process of identification is automatic. 

In th is maturation process Ive should also underscore th e his.-- -----. . 

tQ!:is:..~.L~C2k-nf oatioJ)al.~is.tarLc...e_lli.1lL~£9\onial conquest._Ibe 


\\:~~\m ~es \\\. the h\stO"y"9.L~e c:o\oni:z.ec\ are a\wa);s those \~.ho 

l~cUh(': 11_ation<:11E.:il.stanc~ ag£jnst kll.ciguinvasion. !3el~~!1?:.in, 

~\.\\:u\a\(\ , San\o'Y.L<\~AQ<1~\ \.Z:,\Ueldw. ,ev'\\} eu "'\\\"\. \Jat\\c:\.\\a~. 
fer;:.9i c\m..mg- t\1e perloc\ ?,eced.in~!l.'-~.. (l~h\<ll struggle. Thls is 
p.L~of~hat th ~'p~.9..pJ~ ar~j!e.Rari·;lg to rn.?.LGlL<;lgaiJ.l,...\Q.preakJ..he 
htlLintro_duce<i~ colon ialism and make llistorv. 

The emergence of the new nation and the demolition of the 
colonial system are the result of either a violent struggle by the 
newly independent people or outside violence by other colonized 
peoples, which has an inhibiting effect on the colonial regime. 

Colonized peoples are not alone. Despite the efforts of colo
nialism, th eir frontiers remain permeable to news and rumors. 
T hey discover th at violence is atmospheric, it breaks out sporacli
cally, and here and there sweeps away the colonial regime. The 
Sllccess of this violence plays not only an informative role but 
also an operati ve one. The great victory of the Vietnamese people 
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at Dien Bien Phu is no longer strictly speaking a Vietnamese 
victory. From July 1954 onward the colonial peoples have been 
asking themselves: "What must we do to achieve a Dien Bien 
Phu? How should we go about it?" A Dien Bien Phu was now 
within reach of every colonized subject. The problem was mus
tering forces, organizing them and setting a date for action . This 
pervading atmosphere of violence affects not just the colonized 
but also the colonizers who realize the number of latent Dien 
Bien Phu 's. The colonial governments are therefore gripped in 
a genuine wholesale panic. Their plan is to make the first move, 
to turn the liberation movement to the right and disarm the people: 
Quick, let's decolonize. Let's decolonize the Congo before it turns 
into another Algeria. Let's vote a blueprint for Africa, let's create 
the Communaute for Africa, let's modernize it but for God's sake 
let's decolonize, let's decolonize. They decolonize at such a pace 
that they force independence on Houphouet-Boigny. In answer 
to the strategy of a Dien Bien Phu defined by the colonized, the 
colonizer replies with the strategy of containment- respecting 
the soyerei.gnty of nations. 

\)\l\' \e\. \lS l:e\.\lm \.0 \.\"\.\S a\.Ynos,?\\el:\C: \}\o\e.nc.e, \.\\\S \}\o\enc:e 
rippling \lncler the ski.n. We have seen as it develops how a num
ber of driving mechanisms pick it up and convey it to an outlet. 
In spite of the metamorphosis imposed on it by the colonial 
regime in tribal or regional conflicts, violence continues to 
progress, the colonized subject identifies his enemy, puts a name 
to all of his misfortunes, and casts all his exacerbated hatred and 
rage in this new direction. But how do we get from the atmo
sphere of violence to setting violence in motion? What blows the 
lid? First of all there is the fact that such a development has a 
certain impact on the colonist's state of bliss. The colonist who 
"knows" the colonial subject realizes from several pointers that 
something is in the process of changing. The good "natives" be
come scarce, silence falls when the oppressor approaches. Some
times looks harden and attitudes and remarks are downright 
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hostile. The nationalist parties become restless, call for more 
meetings, and, at the same time, sec urity is increased and troop 
reinforcements are dispatched. The colonists, especially those t
isolated on their farms , are the first to become alarmed. They 

demand drastic measures . 
The authorities do in fact take dramatic measures; they arrest 

one or two leaders, organize military parades, maneuvers and fly
overs. These demonstrations of military power, these saber-rattling 
exercises, this smell of gunpowder which now fills the atmo
sphere do not intimidate the people. These bayonets and heavy 
gunfire strengthen their aggressiveness. A dramatic atmosphere 
sets in where everyone wants to prove he is ready for anything. It 
is under these circumstances that the gun goes off on its own for 
nerves are on edge, fear has set in , and everyone is trigger-happy. 
A trivial incident and the machine-gunning begins: yo u have a Setif 
in Algeria, the Central Quarries in Morocco, and Moramanga in 

Madagascar. 

Far from breaking the momentum, repression intensifies the 
progress made by th e national consciousness. From the moment 
national consciousness reaches an embryonic stage of develop
ment, it is reinforced by the bloodbath in the colonies which 
signifies that between oppressors and oppressed, force is the only 
solution. We should point out here that it is not the political 
parties who called for the armed insurrection or organized it. All 
these perpetrations of repression, all these acts committed out 
of fear, are not what the leaders wanted. These events catch them 
off guard. It is then that the colonial authorities may decide to 
arrest the nationalist leaders. But nowadays the governments of 
colonialist countries know perfectly well that it is highly danger
ous to deprive the masses of their leader. For it is then that the 
people hurl themselves headlong into jacqueries, mutinies and 
"bestial murders." The masses give free rein to their "bloodthirsty 
instincts" and demand the liberation of their leaders whose dif
ficult job it will be to restore law and order. The colonized who 
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spontaneously invested their violence in the colossal task of de
stroying the colonial system soon find themselves chanting the 
passive, sterile slogan: "Free X or Yl"4 The colonial authorities · 
then free these men and start negotiating. The time for dancing 
in the streets has arrived. 

In other cases, the political party apparatus may remain intact. 
But in the interplay of colonial repression and the spontaneous 
reaction by the people, the parties find themselves outmaneu
vered by their militants. The violence of the masses is pitted 
against the occupier's military forces ; the situation deteriorates 
and festers. The leaders still at liberty are left on the sidelines. 
Suddenly rendered helpless with their bureaucracy and their 
reason-based agenda, they can be seen attempting the supreme 
imposture of a rearguard action by "speaking in the name of the 
muzzled nation. " As a general rule, the colonial authorities jump 
at this piece of good fortune, transform these useless characters 
into spokesmen, and, in next to no time, grant them indepen
dence, leaving it up to them to restore law and order. 

Everybody therefore has violence on their minds and the ques
tion is not so much responding to violence with more violence 
but rather how to defuse the crisis. 

What in fact constitutes this violence? As we have seen, the 
colonized masses intuitively believe that their liberation must 
be achieved and can only be achieved by force. What aberra
tion of the mind drives these famished, enfeebled men lacking 
technology and organizational resources to think that only vio
lence can liberate them faced with the occupier's military and 
economic might? How can they hope to triumph? 

Since what is scandalous is that violence can be used as a party 
slogan and the people urged to rise up in an armed struggle. This 
issue of violence needs to be given careful consideration. When 

4 The arrested leader might very well be the authentic mouthpiece of the 
colonized masses. In this case, the colonial authorities will take advantage of 
his detention to try and establish new leaders. 
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German militarism decides to resolve its border problems by 
force , it is no surprise, but when the Angolan people, for instance, 
decide to take up arms, when the Algerians reject any method 
which does not include violence, this is proof that something has 
happened or is in the process of happening. The colonized 
peoples, these slaves of modern times, have run out of patience. 
They know that such madness alone can deliver them from co
lonial oppression. A new type of relationship is established in the 
world. The peoples of the Third World are in the process ofshat
tering their chains, and what is extraordinary is that they succeed. 
In this age of the Sputnik we might think it ridiculous to die of 
hunger, but for the colonized masses the explanation is more 
down to earth. The truth is that no colonialist country today is 
capable of mounting the only form of repression which would 
have a chance of succeeding, i.e ., a prolonged and large scale 

military occupation. 
At home, the colonialist countries are faced with contestation 

and workers' demands that require the deployment of their se
curity forces. Moreover, in the current international situation 
these countries need their troops to protect their own regime. 
Finally, the myth of the liberation movements masterminded by 
Moscow is all too familiar. For this panic-stricken reasoning read: 
"If this continues, the Communists will very likely take advan
tage of the unrest in order to infiltrate these regions." 

In his impatience, the fact that the colonized subject bran
dishes the threat of violence proves that he is aware of the ex
ceptional nature of the current situation and that he intends to 
make the most of it. Bu t also on a more immediate personal level, 
as he sees the modern world penetrate the remotest comers of 
the interior, he becomes acutely aware of everything he does not 
possess. The masses, by a kind of (infantile) reasoning, are con
vinced they have been robbed. In certain developing countries, 
therefore, they are quick to catch on and realize two or three years 
after independence their hopes have been dashed: "What was 
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the point of fighting" if nothing was really destined to change? 
In 1789, after the bourgeois French Revolution, the humblest 
French peasant gained substantially from the upheaval. But it is 
common knowledge that for 95 percent of the population in 
developing countries, independence has not brought any imme
diate change. Any observer with a keen eye is aware of a kind of 
latent discontent which like glowing embers constantly threat
ens to flare up again. 

So they say the colonized want to move too fast. Let us never 
forget that it wasn't such a long time ago the colonized were 
accused of being too slow, lazy, and fatalistic. Obviously the vio
lence channeled into the liberation struggle does not vanish as 
if by magic after hoisting the national colors. It has even less 
reason to disappear since nation building continues to operate 
within the framework of critical competition between capital
ism and socialism. 

This competition gives a quasi-universal dimension to the most 
local of disputes. Every meeting, every act of repression rever
berates around the international arena. The Sharpeville massacre 
shook public opinion for months. In the press, over the airwaves 
and in private conversations, Sharpeville has become a symbol. 
It is through Sharpeville that men and women addressed the 
problem of apartheid in South Africa. And there is no reason to 
believe that demagoguery alone explains the sudden interest by 
the major powers in the petty affairs of the underdeveloped re
gions. Every peasant revolt, every insurrection in the Third World 
fits into the framework of the cold war. Two men are beaten up 
in Salisbury and an entire bloc goes into action, focuses on these 
two men and uses this beating to raise the issue of Rhodesia i.' 

linking it to the rest of Africa and every colonized subject. But 
the full-scale campaign under way leads the other bloc to gauge 
the flaws in its sphere of influence. The colonized peoples realize 

"Translator's Note: Prese nt-day Zimbabwe 
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that neither faction is interested in disengaging itself from re
gional conflicts. They no longer limit their horizons to one par
ticular region since they are swept along in this atmosphere of 
universal convulsion. 

When every three months we learn that the sixth or seventh U.S. 
Fleet is heading toward some coast or other, when Khrushchev 
threatens to come to Castro's aid with the help of missiles, when 
Kennedy envisages drastic solutions for Laos, the colonized or 
newly independent peoples get the impression they are being 
forced, whether they like it or not, into a frantic march. In fact 
they are already marching. Let us take, for example, the case of 
governments of recently liberated countries. The men in power 
spend two thirds of their time keeping watch over their borders, 
averting any threat of danger, and the other third working for the 
country. At the same time they are looking for support. Governed 
by the same dialectic, the national opposition gives parliamen
tary channels the cold shoulder. It seeks allies who agree to sup
port them in their ruthless endeavor at sedition. The atmosphere 
of violence, after having penetrated the colonial phase, contin
ues to dominate national politics. As we have sa id, the Third 
World is not excluded. On the contrary, it is at the very center 
of the convulsion . This is why in their speeches the statesmen of 
underdeveloped countries maintain indefinitely a tone of aggres
siveness and exasperation which normally should have disap
peared. The often-reported impoliteness of the new leaders is 
understandable . What is less noticeable is the extreme courtesy 
these same leaders show toward their brothers and comrades. 
Their impolite behavior is first and foremost directed against the 
others, against the former colonialists who come to observe and 
investigate. The excolonized too often get the impression that 
the findings of these investigations are a foregone conclusion. 
The journalist is on assignment to justify them. The photos that 
illustrate the article provide proof that he knows what he is talk
ing about and \vas actually there. The investigation sets out to 
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prove that "everything went wrong as soon as we left." The jour
nalists often complain they are badly treated, are forced to work 
under poor conditions, and come up against a wall of indiffer
ence or hostility. All this is quite normal. The nationalist leaders 
know that international opinion is forged solely by the Western 
press. When a Western journalist interviews us, however, it is 
seldom done to render us service. lrLthe war in Algeria, for ex
~m.J?!.e, the most liberal-minded Frenchreporters make con~t 
use of ambiguous epithets to portray our struggle W..ben we re

proach them for it, they reply in all sincerity they are being....cil
iective. For the colonizeisubject, objectivity i~lw~2...9j.Lectfd 
~ainst1lim. Understandable, too, is that new tone of voice which 
dominated international diplomacy at the United Nations Gen
eral Assembly in September 1960. The representatives of the 
colonial countries were aggressive and violent in the extreme, 
but their populations found nothing exaggerated. The radical
ism of the Mrican spokespersons brought the abscess to a head 
and shone the spotlight on the unacceptable nature of the veto, 
on the collusion between the major powers, and above all on the 
insignificant role allotted to the Third World. 

Diplomacy as initiated by the newly independent peoples is no 
longer a matter of nuances, innuendoes, and hypnotic passes. 
Their spokesmen have been assigned by their population to defend 
both the unity of the nation, the welfare of the masses as well as 
the right to freedom and self-sufficiency. 

It is therefore a diplomacy in motion, in rage, which contrasts 
strangely with the petrified, motionless world of colonization. 
And when Mr. Khrushchev brandishes his shoe at the United 
Nations and hammers the table with it, no colonized individual, 
no representative of the underdeveloped countries laughs. For 
what Mr. Khrushchev is showing the colonized countries who 
are watching, is that he, the missile-wielding muzhik, is treating 
these wretched capitalists the way they deserve. Likewise Castro 
attending the UN in military uniform does not scandalize the 
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underdeveloped countries. What Castro is demonstrating is how 
aware he is of the continuing regime of violence. What is sur
prising is that he did not enter the UN with his submachine gun; 
but perhaps they wouldn't have allowed that. The revolts, the acts 
of desperation, the factions armed with machetes or axes find 
their national identity in the unrelenting struggle that pits capi
talism against socialism. 

In 1945 the 45,000 dead at Setif could go unnoticed; in 1947 
the 90,000 dead in Madagascar were written off in a few lines in 
the press; in 1952 the 200,000 victims of repression in Kenya were 
met with relative indifference- because the international con
tradictions were not sufficiently clear-cut. The Korean War and 
the war in Indochina had already established a new phase. But 
it was above all Budapest and Suez which constituted the decid
ing moments of this confrontation. 

Heartened by the unconditional support of the soc ialist coun
tries the colonized hurl themselves with whatever weapons they 
possess against the impregnable citadel of colonialism. Although 
the citadel is invincible against knives and bare hands, its invin
cibility crumbles when we take into account the context of the 
cold war. 

In this new context, the Americans take their role as the bar
ons of international capitalism very seriously. At first, they ad
vise the European countries to decolonize on gentleman 's terms. 
In a second phase they have no hesitation first proclaiming their 
respect then their support for the principle: Africa for the A{7-i
cans. Today the U.S. has no qualms officially declaring they are 
the defenders of the right of peoples to self-determination. The 
latest voyage by Mr. Mennen-Williams illustrates all too well the 
American consciousness that the Third World must not be sac
rificed. Understandably, violence is a desperate act only if it is 
compared in abstracto to the military machine of the oppressors. 
On the other hand, violence in the context of international rela
tions, we rea lize, represents a formidable threat to the oppres-
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sor. Persistent jacgueries and Mau-Mau agitation disrupt the 
economic life of a colony but pose no threat to the metropolis. 
A greater threat, as far as imperialism is concerned, is that so
cialist propaganda might infiltrate the masses and contaminate 
them. It is already a serious risk during the conflict's cold period; 
but what would happen to the colony rotted by bloody guerrilla 
warfare in the event of a real war? 

Capitalism then realizes that its military strategy has everything 
to lose if national conflicts were to break out. In the framework 
of peaceful coexistence, therefore, every colony is destined to 
disappear and, taking it to the extreme, neutrality will command 
capitalism's respect. What must be avoided at all costs are stra
tegic risks , the espousal by the masses of an enemy doctrine and 
radical hatred by tens of millions of men. The colonized peoples 
are perfectly aware of these imperatives which dominate inter
national politics. This is why even those who rage against vio
lence always plan and act on the basis of this global violence. 
Today the peaceful coexistence between the two blocs maintains 
and aggravates the violence in colonial countries. Perhaps tomor
row we shall see a shift in the violence once the colonial territo
ries have been fully liberated. Perhaps we shall see the issue of 
minorities raised. Already some of them have no qualms advo
cating violent methods in response to their problems and it is 
no coincidence that, so we have learned, black radicals in the U.S. 
have formed armed militia groups. It is no coincidence either that 
in the so-called free world there are defense committees for Jew
ish minorities in the USSR and that General de Gaulle in one of 
his speeches shed a few tears for the millions of Muslims op
pressed by the communist dicta torship. Imperialism and capi
talism are convinced that the fight against racism and national 
liberation movements are purely and simply controlled and 
masterminded from "the outside." So they decide to deploy 
practical tactics such as the creation of Radio Free Europe 
and committees for the defense of oppressed minorities. They 
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practice anticolonialism in the same way the French colonels 
in Algeria engaged in counter-terrorism with the SAS (Sections 
Administratives Speciales) or psychological \-\larfare. They "used 
the people against the people." We know where that got them. 

This threatening atmosphere of violence and missiles in no 
way frightens or disorients the colonized . We have seen that their 
entire recent history has prepared them to "understand" the situ
ation. Between colonial violence and the insidious violence in 
which the modern world is steeped, there is a kind of complicit 
correlation, a homogeneity. The colonized have adapted to this 
atmosphere. For once they are in tune with their time . .f$;ople 
are sometimes surprised that, instead of buying a dress f2I.l~_~r 
~ the colonized buy aJ!ansistor radio. They shouldn't be. The 
cylo!Jized are ~onvinced their fate is in the balance. T~-lli:.e 
i.!1_~~~omsday atr~here ~nd notbiDg must elude them. This 
is why they fully understand PFiouma and Phoumi, Lumumba 
and Tschombe, Ahidjo and Moumie, Kenyatta and those intro
duced from time to time to replace him. They fully understand 
all these men because they are able to unmask the forces behind 

them. T~~~n)_~~~. '!:!'l}derdeveI9Jle.d maILis.J_QQ~~~litic:al 
creature in the mo~lobal-=~~e of the term. 

Independence has certainly brought the colonized peoples 
moral reparation and recognized their dignity. But they have 
not yet had time to elaborate a society or build and ascertain 
values. The glowing focal point where the citizen and indi
vidual develop and mature in a growing number of areas does 
not yet exist. Situated in a kind of indeterminate state they have 
fairly quickly convinced themselves that everything is decided 
elsewhere for everyone at the same time. As for the leaders, 
when confronted with such a situation, they hesitate and choose 
a policy of neutrality. 

There is much to be said on the subject of neutrality. Some 
liken it to a kind of loathsome mercantilism which consists of 
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taking handouts left and right. But although neutrality, a creation 

of the cold war, allows underdeveloped countries to receive eco

nomic aid from both sides, it does not permit either of these two 

sides to come to the aid of underdeveloped regions the way they 

should. Those literally astronomical sums invested in arms re

search, these engineers transformed into technicians of nuclear 

war could raise the living standards of the underdeveloped coun

tries by 60 percent in fifteen years. It is therefore obvious that 

the underdeveloped countries have no real interest in either 

prolonging or intensifying this cold war. But they are never asked 

for their opinion. So whenever they can, they disengage . But can 

they really do so? For example, here is France testing its atomic 

bombs in Africa. Even allowing for the resolutions, the meetings 

and slammings of the door on diplomatic relations, it cannot be 

said that the African peoples had much impact on France's atti

tude in this particular sector. 

Neutrality produces in the citizen of the Third World an atti
tude of mind which translates in everyday life to a brazenness and 
hieratic pride strangely resembling an act ofdefiance. This staunch 
refusal to compromise, this sheer determination to go it alone recall 
the behavior of those deprived, self-centered teenagers who are 
always prepared to fight to the last over a mere word. All of this 
disconcerts Western observers. For there is, strictly speaking, a 
scandalous discrepancy between what these men claim to be and 
what in fact they have to back them up. These countries without 
urban transportation, without troops, and without money cannot 
justify flaunting such bravado. It is without doubt an imposture. 
The Third World often gives the impression it revels in sensation
alism and it needs its weekly dose of crises. Ib~ leaders ().fEnp!y 
~2'yDJries wbo talk too loud are exasperating. You'd like to shut 
them up Bllt instead thq..ar.e. wooed They are given bouquets of 

.flnw.ers...lUYita!igns. To be fran ..t ...e..veryone wants a piece of th.§D... 
And that is what we call neutrality. For a population 98 percent 
illiterate, there is, however, an enormous amount of literature 
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written about them. They are constantly on the move. The lead:
ers and students of the underdevelo£ed sountries are a gold mine 
tOrthe;iriines:-Asian and AFrican- officials can attend a semin-~; 
on socialist planning in Moscow one week and then another on 
free trade in London or at Columbia University the next. As for 
African labor union members, they are making enormous progress. 
No sooner are they appointed to positions of leadership than they 
decide to group themselves into autonomous units. They do not 
have the fifty years' experience of labor unions in an industrial
ized country, but they already know that nonpolitical unionism is 
an absurdity. They have not had to deal with the bourgeois bull
dozer, they have not developed a consciousness from the class 
struggle, but perhaps this is not required. Perhaps. We shall see 
that this totalizing determination which often becomes a carica
ture of internationalism is one of the most basic characteristics of 

underdeveloped countries. 
But let us return to the single combat between the colonized 

and the colonist. It is clearly and plainly an armed struggle. 
Indochina, Indonesia, and, of course, North Africa are histori
cal examples. But we should never lose sight of the fact that 
this struggle could have broken out anywhere, in Guinea as well 
as Somaliland, and even today it can break out anywhere where 
colonialism intends to stay, in Angola for instance. The exis
tence of an armed struggle is indicative that the people are de
termined to put their faith only in violent methods. The very 
same people who had it constantly drummed into them that 
the only language they understood was that of force, now de
cide to express themselves with force. In fact the colonist has 
always shown them the path they should follow to liberation. 
The argument chosen by the colonized was conveyed to them 
by the colonist, and by an ironic twist of fate it is now the colo
nized who state that it is the colonizer who only understands 
the language of force. The colonial regime owes its legitimacy 
to force and at no time does it ever endeavor to cover up this 
nature of things. Every statue of Faidherbe or Lyautey, Bugeaud 
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or Blandan, everyone of these conquistadors ensconced on 
colonial soil, is a constant reminder of one and the same thing: 
"We are here by the force of the bayonet ..." Everyone knows 
the rest of the quote. During the insurrectional stage every 
colonist reasons on the basis of simple arithmetic. Such a logic 
is no surprise to the other colonists, but it is important to point 
out that it is no surprise to the colonized either. And first and 
foremost, stating the principle "It's them or us" is not a para
dox since colonialism, as we have seen, is precisely the organi
zation of a Manichaean world, of a compartmentalized world. 
And when advocating an exact line of procedure the colonist 
asks every representative of the oppressor minority to take out 
30 or 100 or 200 natives, he realizes there is no outcry of indig
nation and that at the most the issue boils down to whether it 
can be done in one step or in stages. 5 

This line of reasoning which envisages the surgical elimina
tion of the colonized does not morally upset the colonized sub
ject. He has always known that his dealings with the colonist 
would take place in a field of combat. So the colonized subject 
wastes no time lamenting and almost never searches for justice 
in the colonial context. In fact if the colonist's argument leaves 
the colonized subject unmoved it is because the latter poses the 
issue of his liberation in virtually identical terms: "Let us form 
groups of two or five hundred and let each group deal with a 
colonist." It is in this mutual frame of mind that both protago
nists begin the struggle. 

; It is obvious that this general clean-up destroys the tbing one wants to 

save. This is exactly what Sartre indicates when he says: "In short, by the very 

act of repeating them (i.e., racist ideas) one shows that it is impossible for every

.	one to unite simultaneously against the natives, that it is merely shifting recur
rence, and that in any case such a unification could occur as an active grouping 
only so as to massacre the colonized people, which is the perpetual absurd temp
tation of the colonialists, and, which, if it were possible, would amount to the 
immediate destruction ofcolonization." Critique of Dialectical Reason. Trans
lated by Alan Sheridan-Smith. 
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For the colonized, this violence represents the absolute praxis. 
The militant therefore is one who works. The questions which 
the organization asks the militant bear the mark of this vision of 
things: "Where have you worked ? With whom? What have you 
accomplished?" The group requires each individual to have 
performed an irreversible act. In Algeria, for example, where 
almost all the men who called on the people to join the national 
struggle were sentenced to death or wanted by th e French police, 
trust was proportional to the desperate nature ofeach case. A new 
militant could be trusted only when he could no longer return 
to the colonial system. Such a mechanism apparently existed in 
Kenya with the Mau-Mau, who required every member of the 
group to strike the vic tim. Everyone was therefore personally 
responsible for the death of the victim. To work means to work 
towa rds the death of the colonist. Claiming responsibility for the 
violence also allows those members of the group who have strayed 
or have been outlawed to come back, to retake the ir place and 
be reintegrated. Violence can thus be understood to be the per
fect mediation . The colonized man liberates himself in and 
through violence. This praxis enlightens the militant because it 
shows him the means and the end. Cesaire's poetry takes on a 
prophetic significance in this very prospect of viol ence. Let us 
recall one of the most dec isive pages of his tragedy where the 
Rebel (what a coincidence!) proclaims: 

REBEL (toughly) 
My family name : offended; my given name: h umiliated ; my profes

sion: rebe l; my age: the stone age. 
MOTHER 

My race: the human race. My religion: brotherhood. 
REBEL 

My race: the fall en race. My religion ... 
but it is not you who will prepare it with your disarmament; 
it is I wi th my revolt and my poor clenched fists and my bushy head. 
(Very calmly) 
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I reca ll a November day; he was not six months old and the master 
came into the shack murky as an April moon, and he was probing the 
child 's small muscled limbs, he was a very good master, he ran his fat 
fingers caress ingly across his littl e dim pled face. His blue eyes were 
laughing and his mouth was teasing him with sugary things: this one 
wi ll make a good one, the master sa id looking at me, and he was saying 
other friendly things, the master was, that you had to start very ea rly, 
that twenty years were not too much to make a good C hristian and a 
good slave, a good subject, utterly devoted, a good slavedriver for an 
overseer, with a sharp eye and a strong arm. And this man was specu
lating over my son's cradle, a slavedriver's c radle . 

MOTHE R 

Alas you will die. 
REBEL 

Killed ... I killed him with my own hands . ... 
Yes: a fecu nd and copious death .... 
It was night. We crawled through the sugarcane . 
The cutlasses were chortling at the stars, but we didn't care about 

the stars. 
The cane slashed our faces with streams of green blades. 

MOTHER 

I had dreamed of a son who would close his mother's eyes. 
REBEL 

I chose to open my child 's eyes to another sun. 
MOTHE R 

. .. 0 my son ... an evil and pern icious death . 
REBEL 

Mother, a verdant and sumptuous death. 
MOTH ER 

From too much hate . 
REBEL 

From too much love . 
MOTHER 

Spare me, I'm choki ng from your shackles, bleeding from your wounds. 
REBEL 

And the world does not spare me. ... There is not in the world one 
single poor lynched bastard , one poor tortured man , in whom I am not 
also murdered and humiliated. 
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MOTHER 

Cod in Heaven, deliver him! 
REBEL 

My heart, you will not deliver me of my memories.... 
It was a November night. ... 
And suddenly clamors lit up the silence, 
we had leapt, we the slaves, we the manure, we beasts with patient 

hooves. 

We were running like lunatics; fiery shots broke out. ... We were 
striking. Sweat and blood cooled us off. We were striking amidst the 
screams and the screams became more strident and a great clamor rose 
toward the east, the outbuildings were burning and the flames sweetly 
splashed our cheeks. 

Then came the attack on the master's house. 
They were shooting from the windows. 
We forced the doors. 
The master's bedroom was wide open. The master's bedroom \vas 

brilliantly lit, and the master was there, very calm.... and all of us 
stopped ... he was the master. ... I entered. It's you, he said, very 
calmly.... It was me, it was indeed me, I told him, the good slave, the 
faithful slave, the slave slave, and suddenly my eyes were two cock
roaches frightened on a rainy day .... I struck, the blood spurted: it is 
the only baptism that today I remember6 

It is understandable how in such an atmosphere everyday life 
becomes impossible. Being a fellow, a pimp, or an alcoholic is 
no longer an option. The violence of the colonial regime and 
the counterviolence of the colonized balance each other and 
respond to each other in an extraordinary reciprocal homoge
neity. The greater the number of metropolitan settlers, the more 
terrible the violence will be. Violence among the colonized will 
spread in proportion to the violence exerted by the colonial 

6 Aime Cesaire, "And the dogs were silent" in Lyric and Dramaiic Poetry
1946-82, trans. Clayton Eshleman and Annette Smith (Charlottesville: The 
University Press of Virginia, 1990). 
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regime. In the initial phase of this insurrectional period the 
metropolitan governments are slaves of the colonists. These 
colonists are a threat to both the colonized and their own gov
ernments. They will use the same methods indiscriminately. 
The assassination of the mayor of Evian can be likened to the 
assassination of Ali Boumendjel in its method and motivation. 
For the colonists the alternative is not between an Algerian Al
geria and a French Algeria, but between an independent Alge
ria and a colonial Algeria. Anything else is hot air or an act of 
treason. The colonist's logic is unrelenting and one is only 
baffled by the counterlogic of the colonized's behavior if one 
has remained out of touch with the colonists' way of thinking. 
Once the colonized have opted for counterviolence, police 
reprisals automatically call for reprisals by the nationalist forces. 
The outcome, however, is profoundly unequal, for machine
gunning by planes or bombardments from naval vessels out
weigh in horror and scope the response from the colonized. The 
most alienated of the colonized are once and for all demystified 
by this pendulum motion of terror and counterterror. They see 
for themselves that any number of speeches on human equal
ity cannot mask the absurdity whereby seven Frenchmen killed 
or wounded in an ambush at the Sakamody pass sparks the in
dignation of civilized consciences, whereas the sacking of the 
Guergour douars, the Djerah dechra, and the massacre of the 
population behind the ambush count for nothing. Terror, counter
terror, violence, counterviolence.This is what observers bitterly 
report when describing the circle of hatred which is so mani
fest and so tenacious in Algeria. 

In the armed struggle there is what we could call the point of 
no return. It is almost always attributable to the sweeping repres
sion which encompasses every sector of the colonized popula
tion. This point was reached in Algeria in 1955 with the 12,000 
victims of Philippe ville and in 1956 by Lacoste's creation of rural 
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and urban militias 7 It then becomes evident for everyone and 
even for the colonists that "things cannot go on as they are and 

; In orcler to gauge the importance of this decision by th e French govern
ment in Algeria we need to return to this period. In issue no. 4 of Resistance 
Algerienne dated March 28, 1957, we read: 

"In response to the wishes of th e Uni ted Nations Gener,ll Assembly, the 
French government has recently decided to create urban militias. Enough 
bloodshed, sa id the UN. Let us forlll militias, replies Lacoste. Cease fire, ad
vised the UN. Let us arm the c ivilians, sc reams Lacoste. The two parties in
volved are requested to make initi,ll contacts in order to agree on a democratic 
and peaceful solution, th e UN recommended. Lacoste decrees that hence
forth every European sh811 be arllled and should fire on anybody appearing 
suspect. The savage, iniquitous repression bordering on genOCide IllUSt above 
all things be combated by the authorities, was then the general opinion. 
Lacoste retorts: Let us systematize the repression, let us organize a manhunt 
of Algerians. And symbolically he hands over civilian power to the military 
and military pow'er to the civili8ns. The circle is sealed. In the middle, the 
Algerian, disarmed, starved, hounded, jostled, struck, lynched and soon to be 
shot because he is a suspect. Today in Algeria there is not a single French
man who is not 8uthorized or welcome to make use of his anns. Not a single 
Frenchman in Algeria one month after the UN's appeal for calm who does 
not have permission or the obligation to uncarth, fabricate and hunt down 
suspects. 

One month after the UN General Assembly's resolution there is not a single 
European in Algeria who is not party to the most appalling act of extermina
tion in modern times. Democratic solution? Oby, concedes Lacoste, let's start 
by eliminating the Algerians. In order to do so let's ann the civilians and let 
them do the job. The Jllajority of th e Parisian press cau tiollsly reported the 
creation of these arllled gangs. Fascist militia, they said. Yes. But at the level 
of the individua l and human rights what is fascism but colonialism at the very 
heart of traditionallv colonialist countries? Svstematicallv authorized and 
condoned ass8ssination they suggested. But for' one hllndr~d and thirty years 
hasn't Algerian flesh borne the marks of ever gaping, ever growing, ever deeper 
wounds? We should be careflll , advises Monsieur Kenne-Vignes, p~rliamen
tary member for th e NI.R.P. party, not to widen the abyss between the two 
communities in Algeria by crea ting these militias. Yes . But isn't the colonial 
status the organized enslavement of an entire people? The Algerian Revolu
tion is precisely the living challenge to this enslavement and this abyss. The 
Algerian Revolution Jdclresses thc occupying nation as follows: 'Remove your 
fangs from Algeria'S bruised and wo unded flesh! Let the Algerian people 
speak 

Th" e creation of these militias, they say, will alleviate the army. They will 
free units whose mission is to protec t the borders with Tunisia and Morocco. 
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have to change." The colonized, however, do not keep accounts. 
They register the enormous gaps left in their ranks as a kind of 
necessary evil. Since they have decided to respond with violence, 
they admit the consequences. Their one demand is that they are 
not asked to keep accounts for others as well. To the expression: 
"All natives are the same," the colonized reply: "All colonists are 
the same."8 When the colonized subject is tortured, when his 

A six hundred thousand strong army. Almost the entire navy and airforce. A 
vast police network, operating expeditiously, with a staggering record since it 
recruited the ex-torturers of the Moroccan and Tunisian peoples. Territorial 
units one hundred thousand men strong. The job of the army must be allevi
ated. Let's create urban militias. So impressive is Lacoste's criminal and hys
terical frenzy it convinces even clear-sighted Frenchmen. The truth is that 
the justification for creating such militias is contradictory in itself. The French 
army's job is infinite. From the moment its mission is to gag the mouths of 
the Algerians the door to the future is closed for ever. Above all there is a re
fusal to analyze, to understand and to gauge the depth and the density of the 
Algerian Revolution: every distri ct, every section, every street, every housing 
block, every floor has its community leader. ... Coverage on the ground is 
now backed up by coverage floor by floor. 

In 48 hours two thousand candidates were enrolled. The Europeans of Al
geria immediately responded to Lacoste's call for murder. From now on every 
European will have to make a list of the surviving Algerians in his sector. Gath
ering intelligence, 'rapid response' to terrorism, identifying suspects, elimina
tion of runaways and police reinforcements. Yes the army must be alleviated of 
such jobs. Combing the ground is now backed up by combing floor by floor. 
Haphazard killings are now backed up by premeditated murder. Stop the blood
shed, urged the UN. The best way of doing so, retorts Lacoste, is to have no 
more blood to shed. After having been delivered up to Massu's hordes the Alge
rian people are now entrusted to the care of the urban militias. Lacoste's deci
sion to create these militias clearly means hands off HIS war. It is proof there 
are no limits once the rot has set in . Of course now he is a prisoner, but what a 
delight to drag down everyone with him. 

After every one of these decisions the Algerian people increase their mus
cular tension and intensify their struggle. After every one of these organized, 
requisitioned killings the Algerian people better structure their consciousness 
and strengthen their resistan ce. Yes. The tasks for the French army are infi
nite because the unity of the Algerian people is infinite, 0 so infinite!" 

8 This is the reason why at the outbreak of hostilities, no prisoners are taken. 
It is only through politicizing the cadres that the leaders manage to get the 
masses to accept (I) that the recruits dispatched from the metropole are not 
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wife is killed or raped, he complains to no one. The authorities 
of oppression can appoint as many commissions of inquiry and 
investigation as they like. In the eyes of the colonized, these 
commissions do not exist. And in fact, soon it will be seven years 
of crimes committed in Algeria and not a single Frenchman has 
been brought before a French court of justice for the murder of 
an Algerian . In Indochina , Madagascar, and the colonies, the 
"native" hasahvays kno\vn he can expect nothing from the other 
side. The work of the colonist is to make even dreams of liberty 
imposs ible for th e colonized The work of the colonized is to 
imagine every poss ible method for annihilating the colonist. On 
the logical plane, the Manichaeanism of the colonist produces 
a Manichaean ism of the colonized. The theory of the "absolute 
evil of the colonist" is in response to the theory of the "absolute 

evil of the native ." 
The arrival of the colonist signified syncretically the death of 

indigenous society, cultural lethargy, and petrifaction of the in
dividual. For the colonized, life can only materialize from the 
rotting cadaver of the colonist. Such then is the term-for-term 
correspondence between the two arguments. 

But it so happens that for the colonized this violence is invested 
with positive, formative features because it constitutes their only 
work. Th is violent praxis is totalizing since each individual rep
resents a violent link in the great chain, in the almighty body of 
violence rearing up in reaction to the primary violence of the 
colonizer. Factions recognize each other and the future nation 
is already indivisible. The armed struggle mobilizes the people, 
i.e., it pitches them in a single direction, from which there is no 

turning back. 

alwd)"s se nt of th eir own free will and in some cases even are sickened by this 
war; (2) tha t it is in th e current interest of the movement to wage a struggle 
abiding by certai n in tern ati onal conventions; (3) that an army which takes 
prisoners i ~ an arm)', and ceases to be considered a gang of outlaws; (4) in any 
case, th e possession of prisoners constitutes a significa nt means of applying 
pressure for protecting our militants heJd by the enemy. 
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When it is achieved during a war of liberation the mobiliza
tion of the masses introduces the notion of common cause, na
tional destiny, and collective history into every consciousness. 
Consequently, the second phase, i.e. , nation building, is facili
tated by the existence of this mortar kneaded with blood and rage 
This then gives us a better understanding of the originality of the 
vocabulary used in underdeveloped countries. During the colo
nial period the people were called upon to fight against oppres
sion. Following national liberation they are urged to fight against 
poverty, illiteracy, and underdevelopm ent. The struggle, they say, 
goes on . The people realize that life is an unending struggle. 

The violence of the colonized, we have said, unifies the people. 
By its very structure colonialism is separatist and regionalist. Co
lonialism is not merely content to note the existence of tribes, it 
reinforces and differentiates them. The colonial system nurtures 
the chieftainships and revives the old marabout confraternities. 
Violence in its practice is totalizing and national. As a result, it 
harbors in its depths the elimination of regionalism and tribal
ism. The nationalist parties, therefore, show no pity at all toward 
the kaids and the traditional chiefs. The elimination of the kaids 
and the chiefs is a prerequisite to the unification of the people. 

At the individual level , violence is a cleansing force . It rids 
the colonized of their inferiority complex, of their passive and 
despairing attitude. It emboldens them, and restores their self
confidence. Even if the armed struggle has been symbolic, and 
even if they have been demobilized by rapid decolonization, the 
people have time to realize that liberation was the achievement 
of each and everyone and no special merit should go to the 
leader. Violence hoists the people up to the level of the leader. 
Hence their aggressive tendency to distrust the system of proto
col that young governments are quick to establish. When they 
have used violence to achieve national liberation, the masses 
allow nobody to come forward as "liberator." They prove them
selves to be jealous of their achievements and take care not to 
place their future, their destiny, and the fate of their homeland 
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into the hands of a living god. Totally irresponsible yesterday, today 
they are bent on understanding everything and determining every
thing. Enlightened by violence, the people's consciousness rebels 
against any pacification. The demagogues, the opportunists and 
the magicians now have a difficult task. The praxis which pitched 
them into a desperate man-to-man struggle has given the masses 
a ravenous taste for the tangible. Any attempt at mystification in 

the long term becomes virtually impossible. 

ON VIOLENCE IN THE INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT 

We have many times indicated in the preceding pages that in 
underdeveloped countries the political leader is constantly call
ing on the people to fight. To fight against colonialism, to fight 
against poverty and underdevelopment, to fight against debilitat
ing traditions. The vocabulary he uses is that of a chief of staff: 
"Mobilization of the masses," "the agricultural front," "the illit
eracy front," "defeats suffered," "victories won." During its early 
years the young independent nation evolves in the atmosphere of 
a battleground. This is because the political leader of an under
developed country is terror-stricken at the prospect of the long road 
that lies ahead. He appeals to the people and tells them: "Let us 
roll up our sleeves and get to work." Gripped in a kind of creative 
frenzy the nation plunges into action of a hugely disproportion
ate nature. The agenda is not only to pull through but to catch up 
with the other nations as best one can. There is a widespread belief 
that the European nations have reached their present stage of 
development as a result of their labors. Let us prove therefore to 
the world and ourselves that we are capable of the same achieve
ments. Posing the problem of development of underdeveloped 
countries in this way seems to uS to be neither right nor reasonable. 

The European nations achieved their national unity at a time 
when the national bourgeoisies had concentrated most of the 
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wealth in their own hands. Shopkeepers and merchants, clerks 
and bankers monopolized finance, commerce, and science with
in the national framework. The bourgeoisie represented the 
most dynamic and prosperous class. Its rise to power enabled 
it to launch into operations of a crucial nature such as indus
trialization, the development of communications, and, even
tually, the quest for overseas outlets. 

In Europe, barring a few exceptions (England, for instance, 
had taken a slight lead), states achieving national unity were in 
roughly the same economic situation. Because of the nature of 
their development and progress, no nation really insulted the 
others. 

Today, national independence and nation building in the 
underdeveloped regions take on an entirely new aspect. In these 
regions, except for some remarkable achievements, every coun
try suffers from the same lack of infrastructure. The masses 
battle with the same poverty, wrestle with the same age-old 
gestures, and delineate what we could call the geography of 
hunger with their shrunken bellies . A world of underdevelop
ment, a world of poverty and inhumanity. But also a world 
without doctors, without engineers , without administrators. 
Facing this world, the European nations wallow in the most _ 
ostentatious opulence. J}1JLEuropean opulence is literally, ~ r::0.tq;...:, 
scandal for it was built on the backs of slaves, it fed on the blood-<~ 
- ~- '<;1?'
of slaves, and owes its very existence to the soil and subsoil of::v .. .ti 
the underde:veloped worl£!. Europe's well-being an cl pro~ress r~ /",,7r:-<," 
were1:)liiTtWIth the sweat and corpses of blacks, Arabs, IndIans, £--'r 
and Asians. This we are determined never to forget. When a ~ 
colonialist country, embarrassed by a colony's demand for 0'~~ 
independence, proclaims with the nationalist leaders in mind: C~V' 
"Ifyou want independence, take it and return to the Dark Ages," ' <~ 
the newly independent people nod their approval and take 
up the challenge. And what we actually see is the colonizer 

~\ 
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withdrawing his capital and technicians and encircling the 
young nation with an apparatus of economic pressure 

9 

The apotheosis of independence becomes the curse of inde
pendence. The sweeping powers of coercion of the colonial 
authorities condemn the young nation to regression. In other 
words, the colonial power says: "If you want independence, take 
it and suffer the consequences." The nationalist leaders then are 
left with no other choice but to turn to their people and ask them 
to make a gigantic effort. These famished individuals are required 
to undergo a regime of austerity, these atrophied muscles are 
required to work out of all proportion. An autarkic regime is es
tablished and each state, with the pitiful resources at its disposal, 
endeavors to address the mounting national hunger and the grow
ing national poverty We are witness to the mobilization of a 

<) In the current international context capitalism does not impose an eco
nomic blockade solely upon the colonies in Africa and Asia. The U.S. with 
its anti-Castro policy has inaugurated in the vVestern Hemisphere a new 
chapter in the history of man 's laborious fight for freedolll. Latin America 
composed of independent countries sitting at the UN with their own na
tional currency should be a lesson for Africa. Since their liberation these 
former colonies live in terror and destitution under Western capitalism's 

stranglehold.
The liberation of Africa and the development of man's consciousness have 

enabled the peoples of Latin America to break the spiral of dictatorships where 
one regime looked very much like the next. Castro takes power in Cuba and 
hands it to the people. The Yankees feel this heresy to be a national scourge 
and the U.S. organi7.es counter-revolutionary brigades, fabricates a provisional 
government, burns the sugar cane harvests, and finally decides to place an 
implacable stranglehold on the Cuban people. It won't be easy, however. The 
Cuban people will suffer, but they will win in the end. Janos Quadros, the 
president of Brazil , recently declared in a declaration of historical importance 
that his country will defend the Cuban Revolution by every means possible. 
Perhaps the U.S. too will bow to the will of the people. That will be a day for 
rejoicing since it will be a cruci<1lmoment for men and WOIllen throughout 
the world. The almighty power of the dollar, whose security after all is only 
guaranteed by the slaves of this world, toiling ill the oil wells of the Middle 
East, the mines of Peru and the Congo, and the United Fruit or Firestone 
plantations, will then cease to dominate these slaves who created it and who 
continue to drain their heads and hellies of all their substance to feed it. 
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people who now have to work themselves to exhaustion while a 
contemptuous and bloated Europe looks on. 

Other Third World countries refuse to accept such an ordeal 
and agree to give in to the terms of the former colonial power. 
Taking advantage of their strategic position in the cold war 
struggle, these countries sign agreements and commit them
selves. The formerly colonized territory is now turned into an 
economically dependent country. The former colonizer, which 
has kept intact and, in some cases, reinforced its colonial mar
keting channels, agrees to inject small doses into the indepen
dent nation's budget in order to sustain it. Now that the colonial 
countries have achieved their independence the world is faced 
with the bare facts that makes the actual state of the liberated 
countries even more intolerable. The basic confrontation which 
seemed to be colonialism versus anticolonialism, indeed capi
talism versus socialism, is already losing its importance. What 
matters today, the issue which blocks the horizon, is the need 
for a redistribution of wealth. Humanity will have to address this 
question, no matter how devastating the consequences may be. 

It was commonly thought that the time had come for the world, 
and particularly for the Third World, to choose between the \0: 

capitalist system and the socialist system. The underdeveloped -: -c. ___ . 
£.ountries, whicJ:Lmade _use of the savage c,o.nljfeJi.!i.QJL§e!:Veen ~.'~ 
the two systems in order to win their national liberation, ITlust, ' ~/ 
however, refuse to get involved in such rivalry. The Third WorldX-\.... -~ 
iTillit not be content to define itself in relation to values which Vc:t'---- .------ ('--.----~--
precea.:i"cCit On the contrary, the underdeveloped countries must 
endeavor to focus on their very own values as well as methods 
and style specific to them. The basic issue with which we are 
faced is not the unequivocal choice between socialism and capi
talism such as they have been defined by men from different 
continents and different periods of time. We know, of course, 
that the capitalist way oflife is incapable of allowing us to achieve 
our national and universal project. Capitalist exploitation, the 
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cartels and monopolies, are the enemies of the underdeveloped 
countries. Oil the other hand, the choice of a socialist regime, 
of a regime entirely devoted to the people, based on the prin
ciple that 111an is the most precious asset, will allow us to progress 
faster in greater harmony, consequently ruling out the possibil
ity of a caric8ture of society where a privileged few hold the reins 
of politic8l and economic power without a thought for the na

tion 8S a whole. 
But in order for this regime to function feasibly and for us to 

constantly abide by the principles which have been our inspira
tion, we need something other than human investment. Certain 
underdeveloped countries expend a huge amount of energy along 
these lines. Men and women, young and old, enthusiastically 
commit themselves to wh8t amounts to forced labor and pro
claim themselves slaves of the nation. This spirit of self-sacrifice 
and devotion to the common interest fosters a reassuring national 
morale vvhich restores man's confidence in the destiny of the 
v/Orld and disarms the most reticent of observers. We believe, 
however, that such an effort C8nnot be sustained for long at such 
811 infernal p8ce. These young nations accepted to take up the 
challenge 8fter the unconditional withdrawal of the colonizer. 
The country finds itself under new management, but in actual 
fact everything has to be started over from scratch, everything 
has to be rethought. The colonial system, in fact, was only inter
esteel in certain riches, certain natural resources, to be exact those 
that fueled its industries. Up till now no reliable survey has been 
made of the soil or subsoil. As a result the young independent 
nation is obliged to keep the economic channels established by 
the colonial regime. It can, of course, export to other countries 
and other currency zones, but the b8sis of its exports remains 
basically unchanged. The colonial regime has hammered its 
channels into place and the risk of not maintaining them would 
be catastrophic. Perhaps everything needs to be started over again: 
The type of exports needs to be changed, not just their destina-
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tion; the soil needs researching as well as the subsoil, the rivers 
and why not the sun. In order to do this, however, something 
other than human investment is needed. It requires capital, 
technicians, engineers and mechanics, etc. Let us confess, we 
believe that the huge effort demanded of the people of the 
underdeveloped nations by their leaders will not produce the 
results expected. If working conditions are not modified it will 
take centuries to humanize this world which the imperialist 
forces have reduced to the animal level. 10 

The truth is we must not accept such conditions. We must 
refuse outright the situation to which the West wants to condemn 
us. Colonialism and imperialism have not settled their debt to 
us once they have withdrawn their flag and their police force from 
our territories. For centuries the capitalists have behaved like real 
war criminals in the underdeveloped world. Deportation, mas
sacres, forced labor, and slavery were the primary methods used 
by capitalism to increase its gold and diamond reserves, and 
establish its wealth and power. Not so long ago, Nazism trans
formed the whole of Europe into a genuine colony. The govern
ments of various European nations demanded reparations and 
the restitution in money and kind for their stolen treasures. As a 
result, cultural artifacts, paintings, sculptures, and stained-glass 
windows were returned to their owners. In the aftermath of the 
war the Europeans were adamant about one thing: "Germany 
will pay." At the opening of the Eichmann trial Mr. Adenauer, 
on behalf of the German people, once again asked forgiveness 
from the Jewish people. Mr. Adenauer renewed his country's 

.• 10 Some countries which have benefited from a large European settlement) 
acquire walls and avenues with their independence and tend to forget 
the poverty and starvation in the back-country. In a kind of complicity of 
silence, by an irony of fate, they act as if their towns were contemporary with ~independence. 
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commitment to continue paying enormous sums to the state of 

Israel to compensate for Nazi crimes.!1 
At the same time we are of the opinion that the imperialist 

st8tes vvoulcl be making a serious mistake and committing an 
unspeakable injustice if they were content to withdraw from our 
soil the military cohorts and the administrative and financial 
services whose job it was to prospect for, extract and ship our 
wealth to the metropolis. Moral reparation for national indepen
dence does not fool us and it doesn't feed us. The wealth of the 
imperialist nations is also our wealth. At a universal level, such 
a statement in no way means we feel implicated in the technical 
feats or artistic creations of the West. In concrete terms Europe 
has been bloated out of all proportions by the gold and raw ma
terials from such colonial countries as Latin America, China, and 
Africa. Today Europe's tower of opulence faces these continents, 
for centuries the point of departure of tlleir shipments of dia
monds, oil , silk and cotton, timber, and exotic produce to this 
very S8me Europe . .§urope is literally the creatioI].J2f the Third 
\ iVorld. The riches whiCh are choking it are those plundered from 
the underdeveloped peoples. The ports of Holland, the docks in 
Bordeaux and Liverpool owe their importance to the trade and 
.-

II And it is true that Germany has not paid in full the reparations for its 
war crimes. The compensation imposed on the conquered nation has not been 
claimed in full because the injured parties included Genmny in their anti 
COllllllunist defense system. The colonialist countries are motivated by the 
SJllle concerns ",·hen thev trv to obtain military bases and enclaves from their 
fonner colonies, failing their integration int; the system of the West. They 
have decided bv common agreement to wai ve their claims in the name of 
NATO's strategy, in th e name of the free world. And we have seen Germany 
receive wave after wave of dollars and equipment. A strong and powerful 
Genll;l11Y back on its feet WJS a necessity for the Vv'estern camp. It was clearly 
in the interests of a so-called free Europe to have a prosperous, reconstructed 
Germany capJble of serving as a bastion against the threatened Red hordes. 
Genl1Jny has manipulated the European crisis. Consequently, the U.S. and 
the other European states feel legitimately bitter toward this Germany, once 
brought to its knees and now one of their most ruthless competitors on the 

nlJrket. 
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deportation of millions of slaves. And when we hear the head of 
a European nation declare with hand on heart that he must come 
to the aid of the unfortunate peoples of the underdeveloped 
world, we do not tremble with gratitude. On the contrary, we say 
among ourselves, "it is a just reparation we are getting." So we 
will not accept aid for the underdeveloped countries as "char
ity." Such aid must be considered the final stage of a dual con
sciousness - the consciousness of the colonized that it is their due 
and the consciousness of the capitalist powers that effectively they 
must pay up.12 If through lack of intelligence - not to mention 
ingratitude-the capitalist countries refused to pay up, then the 
unrelenting dialectic of their own system would see to it that they 
are asphyxiated. It is a fact that the young nations attract little 
private capital. A number of reasons justify and explain these 
reservations on the part of the monopolies. As soon as the capi
talists know, and they are obviously the first to know, that their 
government is preparing to decolonize, they hasten to withdraw 
all their capital from the colony. This spectacular flight of capi
tal is one of the most constant phenomena of decolonization. 

In order to invest in the independent countries, private com
panies demand terms which from experience prove unaccept
able or unfeasible. True to their principle of immediate returns 
as soon as they invest "overseas," capitalists are reluctant to in
vest in the long term. They are recalcitrant and often openly 
hostile to the so-called economic planning programs of the young 
regimes. At the most they are willing to lend capital to the young 

12 "To make a radical distinction between the construction of socialism in 
Europe and ' rel ations with th e Third World' (as if our only relations with it 
were external) is, knowingly or unknowingly, giving priority to restructuring 
the colonial heritage over the liberation of th e underdeveloped countries, in 
other words constructing a de luxe type of socialism on th e fruits of imperial 
plunder-as if a gang were to share out the loot more or less equitably even if 
it means giving a little to the poor by way of charity an d forgetting they are 
giving back to the people they stole from." Marcel Peju, "Mourir pour de 
Gaulle?" in Temps Modemes No. 175-176, October-November 1960. 
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nations on condition it is used to buy manufactured goods and 
machinery, and therefore keep the factories in the metropolis 
runmng. 

In fact the Western financiers are wary of any form of risk tak
ing. Their demands, therefore, are for political stability and a 
peaceful social climate which are impossible to achieve given 
the appalling situation of the population as a whole in the after
math of independence. In their search, then, for a guarantee 
\>,'hich the former colony cannot vouch for, they demand that 
certain military bases be kept on and the young nation enter into 
military and economic agreements. The private companies put 
pressure on their own government to ensure that the troops sta
tioned in these countries are assigned to protecting their inter
ests. As a last resort these companies require their government 
to guarantee their investments in such and such an underdevel
oped region. 

As a result few countries meet the conditions required by the 
cartels and monopolies . So the capital, deprived of reliable outlets, 
remains blocked in Europe and frozen. Especially as the capital
ists refuse to invest in their own country. Returns in this case are 
in fact minimal and the fiscal pressure disheartens the boldest. 

The situation in the long-term is catastrophic. Capital no 
longer circulates or else is considerably reduced. The Swiss 
banks refuse funding and Europe suffocates. Despite the enor
mous sums swallowed up by military expenditures, international 
capitalism is in desperate straits. 

But another danger looms on the horizon. Since the Third 
World is abandoned and condemned to regression, in any case 
stagnation, through the selfishness and immorality of the West, 
the underdeveloped peoples decide to establish a collective au
tarchy. The industries of the West are rapidly deprived of their 
overseas outlets. Capital goods pile up in the warehouses and the 
European market w'itnesses the inexorable rivalry between fin
anciers and cartels. Factory closures, layoffs, and unemployment 
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force the European proletariat to engage in an open struggle with 

the capitalist regime. The monopolies then realize that their true 

interests lie in aiding, and massively aiding without too many 

conditions, the underdeveloped Countries. It is clear therefore 

that the young nations of the Third World are wrong to grovel at 

the feet of the capitalist countries. We are powerful in our own 

right and the justness of our position. It is our duty, however, to 

tell and explain to the capitalist countries that they are wrong to 

think the fundamental issue of our time is the war between the 

socialist regime and them. An end must be put to this cold war 

that gets us nowhere, the nuclear arms race must be stopped and 

the underdeveloped regions must receive generous investments 

and technical aid. The fate of the world depends on the response 

given to this question. 


And it is pointless for the capitalist regimes to try and impli

cate the socialist regimes in the "fate of Europe" confronted by 

the starving multitudes of colored peoples. Colonel Gagarin's 

exploit, whatever General de Gaulle thinks, is not a feat which 

"does credit to Europe." For Some time now the leaders of the 

capitalist regimes and their intellectuals have had an ambivalent 

attitude towards the Soviet Union. After having joined forces to 

eliminate the socialist regime they now realize they have to come 

to terms with it. So they switch on the smiles, multiply the over

tures and make constant reminders to the Soviet people that they 

"are part of Europe." 

Brandishing the Third World as a flood which threatens to 
engulf the whole of Europe will not divide the progressive forces 
whose intentions are to lead humanity in the pursuit of happi
ness. The Third World has no intention of organizing a vast 
hunger crusade against Europe. What it does expect from those 
who have kept it in slavery for centuries is to help it rehabilitate 
man, and ensure his triumph everywhere, once and for all. 

But it is obvious we are not so naive as to think this will be 
achieved with the cooperation and goodwill of the European 
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governments. This colossal task, which consists of reintroducing 
man into the world, man in his totality, will be achieved with 
the crucial help of the European masses who would do well to 
confess that they have often rallied behind the position of our 
common masters on colonial issues. In order to do this, the 
European masses must first of all decide to wake up, put on their 
fu1Ofii1gcaEs-a;d stC£l?laving~esponsible game of Sleep

ing Beau!y 
....--._----

Grandeur and Weakness 

of Spontaneity 


These reflections on violence have made us realize the frequent 
discrepancy behveen the cadres of the nationalist party and the 
masses, and the way they are out of step with each other. In any 
union or political organization there is a traditional gap between 
the masses who demand an immediate, unconditional improve
ment of their situation, and the cadres who, gauging the diffi
culties likely to be created by employers, put a restraint on their 
demands. Hence the oft-remarked tenacious discontent of the 
masses with regard to the cadres. After a day of demonstrations, 
while the cadres are celebrating victory, the masses well and truly 
get the feeling they have been betrayed. It is the repeated dem
onstrations for their rights and the repeated labor disputes that 
politicize the masses . A politically informed union official is 
someone who knows that a local dispute is not a crucial con
frontation between him and management. The colonized in
tellectuals, who in their respective metropolises have studied 
the mechanism ofpolitical parties, establish similar organizations 
so as to mobilize the masses and put pressure on the colonial 
administration. The formation of nationalist parties in the colo
nized countries is contemporary with the birth of an intellectual 
and business elite. These elite attach primordial importance to 
the organization as such, and blind devotion to the organization 
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